MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
For the year ended December 31, 2020

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

This management’s discussion and analysis (“MD&A”) should be read in conjunction with the audited financial statements for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and 2019 for Alaris Equity Partners Income Trust (“Alaris” or the “Trust"). The Trust’s consolidated financial
statements and the notes thereto have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as issued
by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) and are recorded in Canadian dollars. Certain dollar amounts in the MD&A
have been rounded to the nearest thousands of dollars.
This MD&A contains forward-looking statements that are not historical in nature and involve risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking
statements are not guarantees as to the Alaris future results since there are inherent difficulties in predicting those. Accordingly, actual
results could differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements. See "Forward- Looking Statements" for
a discussion of the risks, uncertainties and assumptions relating to those statements. Some of the factors that could cause results or
events to differ from current expectations include, but are not limited to, the factors described under "Risks and Uncertainty". This MD&A
also refers to certain non-IFRS measures, including EBITDA, Normalized EBITDA, Earnings Coverage Ratio, Contracted EBITDA, Run
Rate Payout Ratio, Actual Payout Ratio, Run Rate Revenue, Adjusted Net Working Capital, Tangible Net Worth, Fixed Charge Coverage
Ratio, IRR and Per Unit values as well as certain financial covenants defined below to assist in assessing the Trust’s financial
performance. The terms EBITDA, Normalized EBITDA, Earnings Coverage Ratio, Contracted EBITDA, Run Rate Payout Ratio, Actual
Payout Ratio, Run Rate Revenue, Adjusted Net Working Capital, Tangible Net Worth, Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio, IRR and Per Unit
values (collectively, the “Non-IFRS Measures”) as well as certain financial covenants as defined below are financial measures used in
this MD&A that are not standard measures under IFRS. The Trust’s method of calculating the Non-IFRS Measures may differ from the
methods used by other issuers. Therefore, the Trust’s Non-IFRS measures may not be comparable to similar measures presented by
other issuers. See “Results of Operations” for a reconciliation of EBITDA and Normalized EBITDA to earnings.
Run Rate Payout Ratio refers to Alaris’ total distribution per unit expected to be paid over the next twelve months divided by the
estimated net cash from operating activities per unit that Alaris expects to generate over the same twelve month period (after giving
effect to the impact of all information disclosed as of the date of this report).
Actual Payout Ratio: refers to Alaris’ total cash dividends and distributions paid during the period (annually or quarterly) divided by the
actual net cash from operating activities Alaris generated for the period.
Run Rate Revenue refers to Alaris’ total revenue expected to be generated over the next twelve months.
EBITDA refers to earnings determined in accordance with IFRS, before depreciation and amortization, net of gain or loss on disposal of
capital assets, interest expense and income tax expense. EBITDA is used by management and many investors to determine the ability of
an issuer to generate cash from operations. Management believes EBITDA is a useful supplemental measure from which to determine
the Trust’s ability to generate cash available for debt service, working capital, income taxes and distributions.
Normalized EBITDA refers to EBITDA excluding items that are non-recurring in nature and is calculated by adjusting for non-recurring
expenses and gains to EBITDA. Management deems non-recurring items to be unusual and/or infrequent items that Alaris incurs outside
of its common day-to-day operations. For the year ended December 31, 2020, these include the distributions received upon redemption
of SBI, the non-recurring legal expenses related to the income trust conversion, the non-cash impact of trust conversion and the unitbased compensation expense related to the quarterly re-valuation of the outstanding unit-based compensation. For the year ended
December 31, 2019, these include a bad debt recovery related to Phoenix and the loss on assets held for sale relating to Sandbox.
Transaction diligence costs are recurring but are considered an investing activity. Foreign exchange realized and unrealized gains and
losses are recurring but not considered part of operating results and excluded from normalized EBITDA on an ongoing basis. Changes in
investments at fair value are non-cash and although recurring are also removed from normalized EBITDA. Adjusting for these nonrecurring items allows management to assess cash flow from ongoing operations.
Earnings Coverage Ratio refers to the Normalized EBITDA of a Partner divided by such Partner’s sum of debt servicing (interest and
principal), unfunded capital expenditures and distributions to Alaris. Management believes the earnings coverage ratio is a useful metric
in assessing our partners continued ability to make their contracted distributions.
Per Unit values, other than earnings per unit, refer to the related financial statement caption as defined under IFRS or related term as
defined herein, divided by the weighted average basic units outstanding for the period.
Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio refers to EBITDA less unfunded maintenance capital expenditures divided by the sum of taxes, interest,
debt repayments, trust unit repurchases (in excess of $10 million as permitted by the lending syndicate) and distributions paid by Alaris.
Alaris’ senior credit facility requires a minimum Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio as a financial covenant.
Contracted EBITDA refers to EBITDA for the previous twelve months excluding proceeds from any disposition of investments and any
distributions accrued and not received but including all projected contracted payments from new and existing investments for the twelvemonth period following the investment date. Contracted EBITDA is used in determining Alaris’ leverage covenant as required by our
senior debt facility.
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IRR refers to internal rate of return, which is a metric used to determine the discount rate that derives a net present value of cash flows to
zero. Management uses IRR to analyze partner returns.
Tangible Net Worth refers to the sum of unitholders’ equity. Alaris’ senior credit facility requires a minimum Tangible Net Worth as a
financial covenant.
Adjusted Net Working Capital refers to current assets excluding promissory notes receivables, office lease items and investment tax
credit receivable. Management believes this is a useful metric in determining the liquidity of Alaris and ability to meet its short-term
liabilities.
Partner company names are referred to as follows: LMS Management LP and LMS Reinforcing Steel USA LP (collectively, “LMS”), SCR
Mining and Tunneling, LP (“SCR”), Kimco Holdings, LLC (“Kimco”), PF Growth Partners, LLC (“PFGP”), DNT Construction, LLC (“DNT”),
Federal Resources Supply Company (“FED” or “Federal Resources”), Unify Consulting, LLC ("Unify"), ccCommunications LLC
(“ccComm”), Accscient, LLC ("Accscient"), Heritage Restoration, LLC (“Heritage”), Fleet Advantage, LLC ("Fleet"), Body Contour
Centers, LLC ("BCC" or “Body Contour Centers”), GWM Holdings, Inc. ("GWM"), Amur Financial Group Inc. (“Amur”), Stride
Consulting LLC. (“Stride”), Carey Electric Contracting LLC (“Carey Electric”), Edgewater Technical Associates, LLC (“Edgewater”),
Falcon Master Holdings LLC, dba FNC Title Service (“FNC”), Brown & Settle Investments, LLC and a subsidiary thereof (collectively,
“Brown & Settle”) and 3E, LLC (“3E”). Former partner company names are referred to as follows: M-Rhino Holdings LLC, dba
Providence Industries ("Providence"), Sandbox Acquisitions, LLC and Sandbox Advertising LP (collectively, “Sandbox”), Sales
Benchmark Index LLC (“SBI”) and Phoenix Holdings Limited, formerly KMH (“Phoenix”).
The Non-IFRS measures should only be used in conjunction with the Trust’s audited consolidated financial statements, excerpts of which
are available below, complete versions of these statements are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

INCOME TRUST CONVERSION
On September 1, 2020, the Trust announced that it had completed the previously announced plan of arrangement under the
provisions of the Canada Business Corporations Act (the “Arrangement”) pursuant to which the Trust indirectly acquired all
of the issued and outstanding common shares of Alaris Royalty Corp. (the “Corporation”) in exchange for trust units.
Further details on the arrangement were set forth in the Corporation’s information circular and proxy statement dated July
21, 2020, a copy of which is available at www.sedar.com.
Following the Arrangement, the Trust has a materially simplified cross-border investment structure involving fewer foreign
jurisdictions, which should reduce compliance and other administrative costs and Alaris’ exposure to changes in foreign laws
and it increases the amount of cash available for distribution to unitholders.
New accounting policies were adopted on the re-organization to reflect the new structure. Refer to Note 3 in the
accompanying audited financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019 for further details on these
new policies. The primary impact of the trust conversion on the Trust’s consolidated statements of comprehensive income /
(loss) is an additional gain in the current year of $7.1 million due to a re-valuation of the convertible debentures as at the
date of conversion, September 1, 2020. The liability portion of the debentures was revalued based on the market price as at
September 1, 2020, which ended up being an approximate 17% discount to the original face value of the debentures at their
issuance date. This non-cash impact of the trust conversion of $7.1 million is non-recurring and impacts earnings / (loss)
figures throughout the MD&A.

OVERVIEW
Alaris’ purpose, through its subsidiaries, is to provide non-control permanent equity to private companies to meet their
business and capital objectives, which includes management buyouts, dividend recapitalization and growth and acquisitions.
Alaris achieves this by investing its capital through its subsidiaries, into private businesses (individually, a “Private
Company Partner” and collectively the “Partners”) primarily through preferred equity, in addition to common equity,
subordinated debt and promissory notes. In exchange for the investments in preferred equity, subordinated debt and
promissory notes, the Trust earns distributions, dividends and interest (“Distributions”) received in regular monthly or
quarterly payments that are contractually agreed to between Alaris and each Private Company Partner. These payments are
set for twelve months at a time and are adjusted annually based on the audited performance of each Private Company
Partner’s gross revenue, gross margin, same store sales, or other similar “top-line” performance measure. Alaris’ preferred
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equity investments can also appreciate through the reset metric and a premium upon exit or redemption. In certain
situations, Alaris also invests through owning a minority common equity position in our Partners and through which
participates in the growth and distributions in proportion to our ownership percentage. Alaris has limited general and
administrative expenses with only sixteen employees.
Beginning in 2020, Alaris has modified the presentation of the consolidated statements of comprehensive income in order to
simplify the presentation for users of the statements. Changes include combining all revenues from Partners (distributions
and interest) on one line including the impact of the foreign exchange contracts that Alaris enters into to manage the US
dollar exposure of the revenues. Further detail is provided in note 5 of the consolidated financial statements for the years
ended December 31, 2020 and December 31, 2019. Additionally, gains and losses, both realized from actual exits and
unrealized from the fair value process have been moved up the table before a subtotal of “Total revenue and other operating
income”. Lastly, all of the general and administrative expenses (salaries & benefits, corporate & office and legal &
accounting) have been combined on one line with analysis provided in this MD&A on the changes in the individual amounts.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Quarter ended December 31, 2020 compared to Quarter ended December 31, 2019
Three Months Ended December 31st

2020

2019 % Change

Revenue per unit

$ 0.87

$ 0.84

+3.6%

Earnings per unit

$ 0.85

$ (0.49)

n.a

Normalized EBITDA per unit

$ 0.74

$ 0.71

+4.2%

Net cash from operating activities per unit

$ 0.59

$ 0.48

+22.9%

Distributions declared per unit

$ 0.31

$ 0.41

-24.8%

Basic earnings per unit

$ 0.85

$ (0.49)

+273.8%

Fully diluted earnings per unit

$ 0.84

$ (0.49)

+272.1%

Weighted average basic units (000’s)

36,472

36,688

For the three months ended December 31, 2020, revenue per unit increased by 3.6% due to receiving $4.7 million of
distributions during the period from BCC, which included previously deferred distributions from Q2 2020 which were not
recorded as revenue until received. In addition to $4.5 million of distributions received from Kimco (including catch-up
payments from earlier in 2020), distributions from Alaris’ new investment in Carey Electric, including a $0.5 million common
distribution, and additional distributions from GWM as a result of the follow-on contribution in October 2020. These were
partially offset by distributions deferred during the quarter by PFGP as well as the redemption of SBI and sale of Sandbox in
Q1 2020.
Earnings of $0.85 per unit improved significantly due to the comparable 2019 period including a one-time loss on assets
held for sale of $45.9 million related to the redemption of Sandbox.
Normalized EBITDA of $0.74 per unit increased by 4.2% primarily due to the increase in revenue during the period as
discussed above. Additionally, the unit-based compensation expense related to the amortization of restricted trust units
(“RTUs”) was lower in the current quarter compared to Q4 2019, due to the fact that the units that were issued in 2020 have
a lower weighted average expense per unit than those that were collectively being amortized in Q4 2019, due to the change
in the trust unit prices at the time of issuances. This was partially offset by the increase in legal expenses in Q4 2020
compared to Q4 2019.
Net cash from operating activities of $0.59 per unit increased by 22.9% in the quarter as a result of the increase in
distributions during the period as well as the reduction in finance costs. This reduction in finance costs was due to lower
weighted average debt outstanding as well as lower average interest rates compared to the prior year.
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Partner Revenue
($ thousands)
BCC

Quarter ended Quarter ended
%
December 31, December 31,
Comment
Change
2020
2019
$ 4,731

$ 2,126 +122.5% Includes Q2 2020 distributions prev iously deferred, follow -on in Dec-20

Kimco

4,538

GWM

3,930

1,841 +113.5% Reset +8% Jan-20, follow -on contribution in Oct-20

DNT

3,803

3,717

FED

3,481

3,735

LMS

1,855

1,392

Accscient

1,818

1,839

Amur

1,625

1,625

271

350

-22.6% Common div idend reduced from prior y ear

SCR

1,150

750

+53.3% Increased distributions from $250/mth to $350/mth, ex tra $100k for Q4-20

Unify

1,059

707

+49.8% Follow -on contribution in Dec-19

Heritage

828

787

+5.2% Reset +6% Jan-20, FX impact

Carey Electric

790

- +100.0% Initial contribution closed Jun-20

Carey Electric Common Equity

461

- +100.0% Initial contribution closed Jun-20, common div idend for 2020

Fleet

480

462

Stride

274

163

PFGP

-

2,961 -100.0% Deferral of Q4-20 distributions to future date

ccComm

-

890 -100.0% Distributions to be recorded as receiv ed

Prov idence

-

SBI

-

3,476 -100.0% Redemption in Jan-20

Sandbox

-

2,037 -100.0% Redemption in Feb-20

Amur Common Equity

Total Distributions
Interest & other
Realized FX Gain

Total Revenue

- +100.0% Restarted distributions in 2020 and catch up for Q1-Q3 20 full distributions

$ 29,631

594

1,253

285

-6.8% Negativ e reset in Jan-20, FX impact
+33.3% Reset +32% Jan-20, FX impact
-1.1% Flat reset at Jan-20, decrease caused by FX
+0.0% First reset is Jan-21

+3.9% Positiv e reset in Jan-20, FX impact
+68.1% Initial contribution closed Nov -19

773 -100.0% Ceased operations as of Dec-20

$ 31,094

$ 31,973

+2.3% Positiv e reset in Jan-20

+4.9%
-52.6% Redemption of Sandbox in Feb-20

126 +126.2% FX impact

$ 31,010

+3.1%

Total revenue was $32.0 million in the three months ended December 31, 2020 (2019 - $31.0 million). This 3.1% increase is
due to the additional distributions from BCC (US$1.7 million previously deferred from Q2 2020), distributions from Kimco
including a catch-up payment for the rest of their 2020 contracted distributions (US$4.4 million), distributions (preferred and
common) from Alaris’ new investment in Carey Electric and the distributions from follow-on contributions to GWM and BCC
in Q4 2020. These were partially offset by the redemptions of SBI and Sandbox as well as the deferral of PFGP
distributions.
Finance costs in the three months ended December 31, 2020 were $4.8 million (2019 - $5.4 million), an 11.1% decrease
due to lower interest payments on the senior debt as the average debt outstanding in the period was lower than in 2019
(weighted average outstanding debt of $226.4 million in 2020 compared to $271.5 million in the comparable period in 2019).
Also contributing to the reduction in finance costs was a lower average interest rate on the senior debt, as the average rate
in Q4 2020 was 4.2% compared to 6.0% in Q4 2019.
General and administrative costs, which includes salaries and benefits, corporate and office, and legal and accounting fees,
were $4.4 million in the period (2019 - $3.6 million), an increase of 22.2%. Salaries and benefits of $2.2 million (2019 - $2.5
million) decreased by $0.3 million from the prior year mainly due to a reduced management bonus. Corporate and office
expenses of $0.9 million increased nominally by $0.1 million compared to Q4 2019 of $0.8 million. Legal and accounting
expenses increased to $1.3 million in the current quarter (2019 - $0.3 million), an increase of $1.0 million which was mainly
due to legal fees related to the extension of Alaris’ credit facility to November 2023 as well as post-closing costs related to
the sale of Sandbox and the Complaint (defined below under Critical Accounting Estimates) issued by the purchasers.
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Alaris incurred $1.5 million of transaction diligence costs during the three months ended December 31, 2020 (2019 - $0.6
million), an increase of $0.9 million or 150% as a result of the diligence work related to the investments closed in Q4 2020 as
well as partnerships entered into subsequent to December 31, 2020.
For the three months ended December 31, 2020, Alaris incurred unit-based compensation expenses of $1.1 million (2019 $1.1 million), which is consistent to that of the comparable prior year period. However, following the conversion to an income
trust, the Alaris unit-based compensation plan is re-valued at each period end based on the trust unit price. In the
reconciliation of net income to normalized EBITDA, the impact of this new treatment is normalized to result in an expense
calculated consistent with the prior year. The reduction of $0.7 million results in a normalized unit-based compensation
expense for comparison purposes with 2019, of $0.4 million. The reason for the decrease of $0.7 million from the Q4 2019
expense of $1.1 million is due to the fact that the units that vested in the current quarter had already been fully amortized as
the only reason they had not vested prior to the quarter was due to prolonged trading restrictions. These units had a higher
weighted average expense per unit compared to the new units issued in early 2020, due to the difference in the trust unit
prices at the time of each of the issuances.
Reconciliation of Net Income to Normalized EBITDA
($ thousands)
Earnings / (Loss)
Adjustments to Net Income:
Depreciation and amortization
Finance costs
Income tax expense
EBITDA
Normalizing Adjustments:
Realized (gain) / loss on investment

Three Months
Ended December
31, 2020

Three Months
Ended December
31, 2019

$ 30,847

$ (17,854)

53
4,772
5,181

(111)
5,414
(13,126)

$ 40,853

$ (25,677)

38,466

(2,407)

(61,634)
1,521
-

6,142
625
45,883

Non-cash impact of trust conversion
Unit-based compensation re-valuation

3,509
692

-

Bad debt expense / (recovery)
Unrealized loss on foreign exchange
Realized (gain) on foreign exchange

(183)
3,992
(285)

1,718
(126)

38
$ 26,969

$ 26,158

Unrealized (gain) / loss on investments at fair value
Transaction diligence costs
Loss on assets held for sale

Legal and accounting fees for trust conversion
Normalized EBITDA

Earnings in the three months ended December 31, 2020 were $30.8 million, compared to a loss of $17.9 million in the
comparable prior year period. The loss in the prior year period was due to the one-time loss on assets held for sale of $45.9
million related to the redemption of Sandbox.
In Q4 2020 the Trust recorded EBITDA of $40.9 million and Normalized EBITDA of $27.0 million, compared to a negative
EBITDA of $25.7 million and Normalized EBITDA of $26.2 million each in the prior year period, respectively. The 3.1%
increase in Normalized EBITDA is mainly due to the increase in revenue due to the additional distributions received in the
current quarter, as discussed previously, partially offset by the increase in legal fees. The realized loss of $38.5 million in the
three months ended December 31, 2020 was a reclassification from unrealized to realized upon Providence ceasing their
operations in December 2020. Refer to the Partner Updates section for further details on Providence; however, the net
impact to Earnings and EBITDA in the current period of this reclassification is nil.
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Year ended December 31, 2020 compared to Year ended December 31, 2020
Year ended December 31st
Revenue per unit

2020
$ 3.03

2019 % Change
$ 3.17
-4.4%

Earnings per unit

$ 0.56

$ 0.99

-43.4%

Normalized EBITDA per unit

$ 2.37

$ 2.76

-14.1%

Net cash from operating activities per unit

$ 1.99

$ 2.04

-2.5%

Distributions declared per unit

$ 1.32

$ 1.65

-19.8%

Basic earnings / (loss) per unit

$ 0.56

$ 0.99

-43.4%

Fully diluted earnings / (loss) per unit

$ 0.56

$ 0.98

-42.9%

Weighted average basic units (000’s)

36,121

36,597

For the year ended December 31, 2020, revenue per unit decreased by 4.4% due to the deferral of nine months of
distributions from PFGP, the redemption of SBI and sale of Sandbox. These were partially offset by the restart of
distributions from Kimco, contributions to new partners Amur, Stride and Carey Electric, follow-on contributions to Unify,
GWM and BCC and organic growth through the 2020 net positive resets.
The impact to the Trust’s financial results due to COVID-19 during 2020 not only included the deferral of distributions from
PFGP, but also fair value adjustments as a result of the impact that COVID-19 had on a number of the Partners. The net
realized and unrealized loss from investments for 2020 was $41.5 million, which includes a $84.9 million reduction in Q1
offset by cumulative increases since Q1 of $43.4 million as a result of the Partners’ recovering considerably sooner than
initially anticipated. Further, the portion of the $84.9 million write-down in Q1 2020 that related to Providence was $32.4
million as a result of the negative impact of COVID-19 to their business and the entire apparel industry. This resulted in their
senior lender issuing them a foreclosure notice in December 2020. Alaris does not expect to receive any recovery on the
Providence preferred units, however the book value had already been written down to nil in Q1 2020. Aside from the
Providence fair value write-down, the resulting net decrease in 2020 related to the rest of the Alaris portfolio was $11.0
million (1.2% of fair value of investments at December 31, 2020), further outlining the overall resiliency to the COVID-19
pandemic and the negative economic impact it has had. Overall the 2021 weighted average reset is expected to be a net
positive of approximately 1% as certain Partners will have positive resets (FED, Unify, LMS, Accscient, Kimco, SCR and
Fleet) while others will be resetting down (BCC, GWM, Heritage and Amur).
Normalized EBITDA of $2.37 per unit decreased 14.1% compared to the year ended December 31, 2020 due to the
reduction in revenue per unit noted above as well as the additional legal fees in the current year compared to 2019. Also, the
revenue from SBI was removed as an adjustment to EBITDA as these were non-recurring make-whole distributions as part
of their redemption. Net cash from operating activities was $1.99 per unit, a decrease of 2.5% due to the reduction in
revenue per unit of 4.4% partially offset by lower finance costs during 2020 due to a lower weighted average debt
outstanding and also lower average interest rates versus the comparable 2019 period. The Actual Payout Ratio for 2020
was 58%, lower than expected due to the timing of distribution payments being changed to quarterly from monthly, with the
distribution declared for Q4 2020 being paid in January 2021.
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Partner Revenue
($ thousands)

Year ended

Year ended

December 31, December 31,
2020

2019

%
Change

Comment

DNT

$ 15,415

$ 14,943

FED

14,376

14,862

GWM

10,048

7,405

SBI

9,176

14,650

-37.4% One-time $9.2m of distributions upon redemption in Jan-20

BCC

9,141

8,547

+6.9% Positiv e reset in Jan-20, additional contribution in Dec-20

Accscient

7,477

7,355

LMS

7,449

5,551

+34.2% Positiv e 32% reset Jan-20, FX impact

Amur

6,500

3,413

+90.4% Contribution closed in Jun-19

676

705

Amur Common Equity

+3.2% Positiv e reset in Jan-20, FX impact
-3.3% Negativ e 6% reset Jan-20, FX impact
+35.7% Additional contribution Oct-20, positiv e reset in Jan-20

+1.7% Additional contribution Jan-19, FX impact

-4.1% Reduced common div idends in 2020 due to impact of COVID-19

Kimco

5,730

Unify

4,359

2,630

+65.7% Additional contribution in Dec-19

SCR

4,200

2,250

+86.7% Monthly distributions increased to current amount of $350k

Heritage

3,404

3,152

+8.0% Positiv e 6% reset, FX impact

PFGP

2,696

8,190

-67.1% Deferral of Q2-Q4 2020 distributions

Fleet

1,985

2,379

-16.6% Partial redemption in Jul-20, FX impact

Carey Electric

1,714

Carey Electric Common Equity
Stride

461
1,127

- +100.0% Restart of distributions in 2020

- +100.0% Contribution closed in Jun-20
- +100.0% Initial contribution closed Jun-20, common div idend for 2020
163 +591.4% Contribution closed in Nov -19

ccComm

294

3,229

-90.9% No distributions beg. Feb-20, ccComm used for w orking capital needs

Prov idence

514

3,900

-86.8% Ceased operations as of Dec-20

Sandbox
Total Distributions
Interest

-

8,000

$ 106,742

$ 111,324

2,741

4,644

Realized FX Gain / (Loss)

85

(1,012)

Total Revenue, net of FX

$ 109,568

$ 114,956

-100.0% Redemption in Feb-20, no distributions accrued in 2020
-4.1%
-41.0% Redemption of Sandbox in Feb-20
-108.4% FX impact
-4.7%

In the year ended December 31, 2020, total revenue was $109.6 million (2019 - $115.0 million) while total revenue and other
operating income in the Trust’s consolidated statements of comprehensive income was $68.1 million (2019 - $69.5 million).
This decrease in total revenue and other operating income by 2.0% is due to the decrease in revenue and the net reduction
in fair value of investments during the current period, partially offset by the loss on assets held for sale in the prior year.
Finance costs were $18.1 million compared to $19.3 million in the prior year, a 6.2% decrease mainly due to the lower
weighted average debt outstanding, as the average in the current period was $185.2 million compared to $236.9 million in
the prior year. Also contributing to the decrease was that the average interest rate in 2020 of 5.1% was lower than the
average rate in 2019 of 6.0%.
General and administrative expenses in 2020 were $14.5 million (2019 - $10.7 million) representing an increase of 35.5%
compared to the prior year, which was mainly due to additional legal fees in the current year. Salaries and benefits expenses
of $4.6 million in 2020 were down by $0.4 million compared to the prior year due to a decreased management bonus (2019 $5.0 million). Corporate and office expenses of $2.5 million decreased by $0.6 million or 19.4%, compared to $3.1 million in
2019, mainly due to a change in business practice in response to COVID-19, such as fewer travel expenses and the
cancellation of the annual Partner conference. Legal and accounting fees in the current year were $7.4 million (2019 - $2.6
million) and the reason for this increase of $4.8 million or 185% was a result of the one-time fees on the conversion to an
income trust ($2.5 million) as well as post-closing costs related to the Sandbox transaction.
For the year ended December 31, 2020, Alaris incurred unit-based compensation expense of $2.7 million (2019 - $4.3
million). The expense in 2020 of $2.7 million includes $0.1 million of which related to the change in accounting treatment of
the outstanding units as a result of the conversion to an income trust, as previously discussed. The resulting expense
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related to the amortization of the units for 2020 was $2.6 million and the reason for the decrease of $1.7 million from 2019 is
mainly due to the RTU units that vested during 2019 that had been issued at higher trust unit prices relative to those issued
in early 2020.
Reconciliation of Net Income to Normalized EBITDA
($ thousands)
Earnings

Year ended
Year ended
December 31, 2020 December 31, 2019
$ 20,291

$ 36,258

222
18,103

384
19,294

14,757
$ 53,373

(8,281)
$ 47,655

Realized (gain) / loss on investment
Unrealized loss on investments at fair value
Transaction diligence costs

26,863
14,623
5,532

(11,724)
11,304
2,754

Loss on assets held for sale
Non-cash impact of trust conversion
Unit-based compensation re-valuation
Bad debt expense / (recovery)

(7,138)
142
(183)

45,883
(2,018)

Distributions received on redemption (SBI)
Unrealized (gain) / loss on foreign exchange
Realized loss on foreign exchange

(9,176)
(729)
(85)

6,069
1,012

2,474
$ 85,696

$ 100,935

Adjustments to Net Income:
Depreciation and amortization
Finance costs
Income tax expense
EBITDA
Normalizing Adjustments:

Legal and accounting fees for trust conversion
Normalized EBITDA

The Trust recorded earnings of $20.3 million in the year ended December 31, 2020 (2019 - $36.3 million) and this decline in
earnings by 44.1% primarily relates to the net realized and unrealized loss on investments at fair value during the current
year of $41.5 million ($32.4 million related to Providence write-down) as well as the additional tax expenses during the year
due to a change in US tax regulations, but related to 2019 income taxes.
In the year ended December 31, 2020, Alaris recorded EBITDA of $53.4 million (2019 - $47.7 million) and Normalized
EBITDA of $85.7 million (2019 - $100.9 million), representing an 11.9% increase in EBITDA and a 15.1% decrease in
Normalized EBITDA, both compared to the prior year respectively. The increase in EBITDA is due to the prior year including
a non-recurring loss on assets held for sale, partially offset by the unrealized loss on investments at fair value being more
significant in 2020 due to the impact that COVID-19 on the portfolio, mainly to do with the impact it had on Providence,
ccComm and PFGP. The decrease of 15.1% in Normalized EBITDA is due to the decrease in distributions as discussed
above and also the removal of the one-time distributions received from SBI as part of the redemption and the increase in
legal fees in the current period.

OUTLOOK
In the last twelve months, the Trust has invested over $350 million into a combination of new Partners (Carey Electric,
Edgewater, FNC, Brown & Settle and 3E) as well as follow-on contributions into current Partners (GWM, BCC and
Accscient). This productive period of capital deployment for Alaris, along with consistently positive results amongst the
majority of the current portfolio, is contributing to Run Rate Revenue of approximately $136.7 million over the next twelve
months. Run Rate Revenue would exceed the 2020 actual revenue by $27.1 million, an approximate increase of 25%. This
Run Rate Revenue of $136.7 million includes current contracted amounts, agreed upon partial distributions of US$0.33
million per month from PFGP and no distributions from ccComm. Alaris has entered an agreement with PFGP to receive
monthly distributions of US$0.33 million between January 2021 and June 2021, which equates to approximately 40% of the
For the year ended December 31, 2020
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contracted distributions. Commencing in July 2021, PFGP may resume full distributions to Alaris in the event they are
compliant with bank covenants. This would add $6.9 million to Run Rate Revenue and reduce the Run Rate Payout Ratio by
approximately 5%. Alaris expects total revenue from its Partners in Q1 2021 of approximately $32.2 million.
Alaris has added to its investment strategy, the inclusion of a minority common equity position (always less than 20% of the
common equity of the company) in some of its Partners. Common equity investments are assessed on each individual
opportunity and won’t appear in every new Partner, and will be only a small portion of total capital invested, Alaris
management believes this feature will facilitate access to more transactions as well as an opportunity to participate in more
of the upside in the long-term partnerships. Additionally, in most of the situations where Alaris owns common equity, there is
an expectation of a current yield by way of discretionary common distributions consistent with past practices in the business,
and as cash flows allow. The Run Rate Revenue includes a conservative estimate for common equity distributions from the
Partners based on past dividend practices and each Partner’s forecasted cash flows for 2021.
Below is a table summarizing the Alaris common equity investments, inclusive of those made subsequent to December 31,
2020. The table compares the common equity value at each period end as well as to the initial amount contributed, and the
total distributions received during 2019 and 2020. Each common equity investment is uniquely assessing the best capital
allocation decision to increase common equity value and returns on an ongoing basis. These include allocating free cash
flow to paying common distributions, re-investing for faster growth, reducing debt (in certain Partners) or making
acquisitions. As a result, Alaris expects to receive common distributions on certain Partners as a portion of their total return,
which will be more variable due to the other value driving decisions outlined above.
Investment
($ thousands)

Common Equity Fair Value

Initial Invested

as at December 31

(up to the date of

2020

this report)

2019

Distributions received
Invested

in the years ended

Since

December 31 (CAD)
2020

2019

Amur

CA $20,500

CA $20,000

CA $20,000

Jun-19

$ 676

PFGP

US $15,144

US $16,687

US $17,343

Jul-19

461

Carey Electric
Edgewater

US $900

n/a

US $900

Jun-20

US $3,450

$ 705
n/a

n/a

US $3,450

Dec-20

n/a

n/a

FNC

n/a

n/a

US $7,815

Jan-21

n/a

n/a

Brown & Settle

n/a

n/a

US $12,300

Feb-21

n/a

n/a

Total (CAD)

$ 45,419

$ 41,330

$ 880,512

$ 881,037

Total Alaris investments
As a percentage of total

5.2%

$ 1,137

$ 705

4.7%

Annual general and administrative expenses are currently estimated at $12.5 million and include all public company costs.
The Trust’s Run Rate Payout Ratio is expected to be within a range of 65% and 70% when including run rate distributions,
overhead expenses and its existing capital structure. The table below sets out our estimated Run Rate Payout Ratio
alongside the after-tax impact of additional PFGP distributions as well as positive net deployment.
Run Rate Cash Flow ($ thousands except per unit)
Revenue
General & Admin.
Interest & Taxes
Free cash flow
Annual Distribution
Excess Cash Flow
Other Considerations (after taxes and interest):
PFGP
Full distributions of $12.0 million per year
Common Dividends
Every additional $1.0 million of common dividends
New Investments
Every $50 million deployed @ 14%

For the year ended December 31, 2020

Amount ($)

$ / Unit

$ 136,700
(12,500)
(43,200)
$ 81,000
55,700
$ 25,300

$ 3.04
(0.28)
(0.96)
$ 1.80
1.24
$ 0.56

+5,172
+1,000
+3,188

+0.12
+0.02
+0.07
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The senior debt facility was drawn to $231.4 million at December 31, 2020. Subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris drew
an additional US$40.0 million for its investment in FNC, US$66.0 million for its investment in Brown & Settle and US$30.0
million for its investment in 3E. The Trust also repaid US$71.0 million of outstanding USD debt following the completion of a
bought deal short-form prospectus offering of 5,909,375 trust units at a price of $16.00 per unit, for aggregate gross
proceeds of $94.6 million.
Also subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris completed an amendment with its syndicate of senior lenders increasing the
base of its credit facility from $330 million to $400 million, which included the addition of a seventh bank to the syndicate of
lenders. Following this amendment and the transactions noted above, the senior debt facility was drawn to $320.0 million,
with the capacity to draw up to another $80.0 million based on covenants and credit terms.
The annual interest rate on that debt, inclusive of the standby charges on available capacity, was approximately 5.1% for the
year ended December 31, 2020. During Q4 2020, Alaris closed a two-year extension of its credit facility with its syndicate of
senior lenders. The maturity of the credit facility is now extended to November 2023. Alaris also closed an amendment
subsequent to December 31, 2020, that increased the base of its credit facility as noted, but additionally the amendment
increased the Senior Debt to EBITDA leverage covenant by 0.5x EBITDA for the March 2021 and June 2021 measurement
periods, bringing the maximum leverage to 3.5x through those two periods. Covenants return to previous levels from
September 30, 2021 onwards.
The Trust’s Run Rate Payout Ratio does not include new potential deployment opportunities. However, Alaris expects to
maintain our track record of capital deployment as a result of the demand for Alaris’ capital which continues to fill a niche in
the private capital markets.
Private Company Partner Update
Through its subsidiaries, the Trust’s investment in each of the Partners consists of a preferred partnership interest, preferred
equity interest, or loans, with a return from distributions that are adjusted annually based on a formula linked to a top-line
metric (i.e. sales, gross profit, same store sales) rather than a residual equity interest in the net earnings of such entities.
Alaris has also recently started to acquire a minority common equity position alongside certain of its preferred equity and
debt investments. Alaris has no involvement in the day to day business of each Private Company Partner and has no rights
to participate in normal course management decisions. Alaris does not have any significant influence over any of the
Partners nor does it have the ability to exercise control over such Partners except in limited situations of uncured events of
default. Instead, Alaris has certain restrictive covenants in place designed to protect the ongoing payment of preferred
distributions to Alaris. In addition, the Partners are required to obtain the consent of Alaris in certain circumstances prior to
entering into a material transaction or other significant matters outside the normal course of business. Such transactions
include, without limitation, acquisitions & divestitures, major capital expenditures, certain changes in structure, certain
changes in executive management, change of control and incurring additional indebtedness or amending existing debt
terms.
The following is a summary table of each of the Partners recent financial results. Included in this summary is each Partners’
Earnings Coverage Ratio (“ECR”). Because this information other than with respect to fiscal year end is based on unaudited
information provided by Private Company Partner management, each ECR, based on the most current information for the
trailing twelve months, will be identified as part of a range. The ranges are: less than 1.0x, 1.0x to 1.2x, 1.2x to 1.5x, 1.5x to
2.0x and greater than 2.0x. A result greater than 1.0x is considered appropriate and the greater the number is, the better the
ratio. Alaris notes that these ECRs are based on historical results, which includes impacts from COVID-19.

For the year ended December 31, 2020
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Description: Alaris’ investment thesis is to generally partner with companies that have:
(i)

A history of success (average age of partners is approximately 30 years)
•

Offer a required service or products in mature industries;

•

Low risk of obsolescence; and

•

Non-declining asset bases.

(ii)

Proven track record of free cash flow

(iii)

Low levels of debt – reduced leverage minimizes risk from business fluctuations and allows for additional free cash
flow to remain in the business to support growth and distributions to Alaris and common equity owners.

(iv)

Low levels of capital expenditures required to maintain/grow a business – Our partners are typically not required to
reinvest much of their cash flow back into their operations as they are typically asset light businesses with minimal
equipment requirements.

(v)

Management continuity and quality management teams - Alaris has invested in 36 partners since inception, exited
our investment in sixteen partners over that time with eleven yielding highly positive results displayed by a total
return of 57% and a median IRR of 20%.

Contribution History: Alaris has invested over $1.8 billion into 36 partners and over 75 tranches of financing, including an
average of approximately $170 million over the past five fiscal years (2016 – 2020). As of the date of this filing, Alaris has
already deployed in excess of $180 million in 2021.
Performance: Alaris discloses an ECR to provide information on the financial health of our partners. Alaris has eight
partners with an ECR greater than 2.0x (BCC, FED, Fleet, FNC, Kimco, Stride, SCR and Unify), seven in the 1.5x-2.0x
range (Amur, Brown & Settle, Carey Electric, DNT, GWM, Heritage and LMS), three between 1.2x-1.5x (3E, Accscient and
Edgewater ), one between 1.0x-1.2x (PFGP) and one less than 1.0x (ccComm).
Capital Structure: As a preferred equity investor, we have contributed into a diverse group of capital structures and we
pride ourselves on achieving the optimal capital structure for our partners so both Alaris and our partners benefit. Of our
existing portfolio, nine of our twenty have no debt, four partners have less than 1.0x Senior Debt to EBITDA and seven
partners have debt greater than 1.0x Senior Debt to EBITDA on a trailing twelve months basis.
Reset: The annual distribution reset is another feature of our capital which we view as win-win. It aligns our interest with our
partners while providing the majority of the upside to the entrepreneurs who create the business value. Based on unaudited
results from each of its Partners, Alaris estimates the weighted average performance metric reset of the annual distributions
to be approximately 1% effective January 2021, resulting in approximately $1.0 million of organic revenue growth.

For the year ended December 31, 2020
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The following is a summary of each of the Partners recent financial results. The below table outlines the date the original
contribution to each Partner was made, investment type, the total invested to date (net of any partial redemptions since the
initial investment), Run Rate Distributions for the next twelve months, ECR range for the most recent trailing twelve month
periods received, year-to-date changes in revenue and EBITDA compared to the comparable period in 2019 (1) and the
unrealized gains or losses to the investments at fair value for the three months and year ended December 31, 2020. See the
table below for additional relevant information on each Partner that has occurred during the year ended December 31, 2020.
Unless specifically discussed within each Partner Update, the ECR Range outlined below is consistent with the prior
quarterly disclosure. For fair values of each investment refer to Note 5 in the Trust’s accompanying audited financial
statements for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019.
Original
Partner

Investment

Investment
Type

Date

Current Total

Run Rate

Invested

Distributions

(000's)

(000's)

Year-to-date
As a %

ECR

of total

Range

changes in:
Revenue

EBITDA

Fair Value Changes
Three

Year

Months

Ended

3E

Feb 2021

Preferred

US $22,500

US $3,157

3%

1.2x - 1.5x

No change

No change

Accscient

Jun 2017

Preferred

US $46,000

US $6,885

7%

1.2x - 1.5x

US +$2,300

US +$600

Amur

Jun 2019

CA $70,000

CA $6,110

5%

1.5x - 2.0x

CA +$5,500

CA +$500

BCC

Sep 2018

US $66,000

US $8,997

9%

> 2.0x

No change

US ($1,300)

US $66,000

US $7,518

7%

1.5x - 2.0x

No change

No change

US $17,000

US $2,415

2%

1.5x - 2.0x

No change

No change

Brown &
Settle
Carey
Electric

Feb 2021
Jun 2020

Preferred &
Common
Preferred
Preferred, Debt
& Common
Preferred &
Common

ccComm

Jan 2017

Preferred

US $19,200

US $ -

0%

< 1.0x

No change

US ($11,000)

DNT

Jun 2015

Preferred

US $62,800

US $10,803

10%

1.5x - 2.0x

No change

US ($3,500)

Edgewater

Dec 2020

US $34,000

US $4,277

4%

1.2x - 1.5x

No change

No change

FED

Jun 2015

US $67,000

US $11,334

11%

> 2.0x

US +$1,100

US +$1,100

FNC

Jan 2021

US $40,000

US $4,501

4%

> 2.0x

No change

No change

Fleet

Jun 2018

US $10,000

US $1,573

2%

> 2.0x

US +$500

US +$900

GWM

Nov 2018

US $101,000

US $12,144

12%

1.5x - 2.0x

No change

US ($3,200)

Heritage

Jan 2018

Preferred

US $15,000

US $2,376

2%

1.5x - 2.0x

No change

US ($1,000)

Kimco

Jun 2014

Preferred

US $34,200

US $4,695

5%

> 2.0x

US +$6,300

US +$15,200

LMS

Feb 2007

Preferred

CA $8,513

6%

1.5x - 2.0x

CA +$1,000

CA +$3,700

PFGP

Nov 2014

US $92,500

US $4,000

4%

1.0x - 1.2x

US +$2,800

US ($7,000)

SCR

May 2013

Preferred

CA $40,000

CA $4,200

3%

> 2.0x

No change

No change

Stride

Nov 2019

Preferred

US $6,000

US $790

1%

> 2.0x

No change

No change

Unify

Oct 2016

Preferred

US $25,000

US $3,413

3%

> 2.0x

No change

US +$700

N o t e 1:

Preferred &
Common
Preferred &
Debt
Preferred &
Common
Preferred
Preferred &
Debt

Preferred &
Common

CA $54,000
& USD $4,400

The year-to -date changes in Revenue and EB ITDA are based o n unaudited info rmatio n pro vided by management o f each P rivate Co mpany
P artner and are summarized here based o n being either relatively co nsistent o r whether o r no t they've increased o r decreased, when
co mpared against the same perio d in 2019.

For the year ended December 31, 2020
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PARTNER UPDATES
3E – Utility service provider working on critical infrastructure throughout Southeastern and Midwest U.S.
•

3E is a utility service provider that installs, inspects, maintains and replaces critical infrastructure (primarily natural
gas utilities) for blue-chip, investor-owned utility companies. 3E operates under two entities: Benton Georgia and
Pipe Strong, with operations across nine states in the Southeastern and Midwestern United States, including
Georgia, Illinois, Texas, Tennessee, Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi. 3E’s business is well
positioned to benefit from maintaining and replacing the aging natural gas utility network in the United States. 3E’s
services relate only to regulated entities. 3E does not provide services for natural gas exploration, production or
mid-stream operations.

•

Alaris contributed US$22.5 million into 3E subsequent to December 31, 2020 (partnership formed on February 22,
2021), in exchange for preferred equity. Alaris also contributed an additional US$7.5 million to an escrow account
to then be funded to 3E in two additional tranches once certain performance targets are met. Alaris is entitled to an
initial annual distribution of US$3.2 million on the initial contribution of US$22.5 million, which equates to a 14%
yield. Each additional tranche will also yield preferred distributions of 14%, once issued. 3E will pay Alaris’ interest
expense on the escrowed funds until they are released in order to offset the borrowing cost to Alaris. The
distribution from 3E will reset +/- 6% annually based on change in gross profit, with the first reset commencing in
January 2022.

•

Based on Alaris’ review of 3E’s internal pro forma financial results for the year ended December 31, 2020 and
giving effect to the 3E investment and other changes to 3E’s capital structure, the resulting earnings coverage ratio
would be between 1.2x and 1.5x.

Accscient – IT staffing, consulting and outsourcing services throughout the United States
•

The fair value of the Accscient units was increased by US$2.3 million in Q4 2020 due to their increase in gross
profit and the expected positive 2021 reset of approximately 3%, based on unaudited financial statements for the
year ended December 31, 2020. After an initial slowdown in their business at the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, Accscient have since seen an improvement in their gross margin compared to 2019. This increase in
gross margin is mainly due to additional demand for IT infrastructure and companies requiring further investment in
IT services, due to the increased importance of remote work following the onset of COVID-19 in Q1 2020. The total
fair value change in 2020 for the Accscient units was an increase of US$0.6 million, as a result of this positive 2021
reset.

•

Subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris contributed an additional US$8.0 million into Accscient (February 18,
2021) in exchange for preferred equity with an initial yield of 14.3%, or approximately US$1.1 million on an
annualized basis. This represents the fourth follow-on contribution to Accscient since the initial investment was
made in June 2017, bringing the total invested to US$46.0 million following this contribution.

Amur Financial Group – Mortgage Originations and Asset Management in Canada
•

Amur’s total revenue in 2020 was down compared to 2019 as a result of the adverse impact of COVID-19 on
origination volumes, thereby limiting Amur’s ability to generate origination revenues as well as grow their assets
under management. In the second half of 2020, Amur increased their advertising spend to return to pre-COVID
levels which in turn resulted in a rebound in origination volumes. However, the impact from the soft demand during
the onset of COVID resulted in an expected negative reset of 6% on the Alaris preferred distributions, based on
unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020.

•

There was an initial decrease to the fair value of the Amur Preferred units in Q1 2020 of $2.7 million, due to the
anticipated negative reset in 2021. As a result of a positive outlook for the company in 2021 onwards, there was an

For the year ended December 31, 2020
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offsetting increase to the fair value of the Amur Preferred units recorded in Q4 2020 of $2.7 million. Therefore, the
net impact during the year ended December 31, 2020 to the Amur Preferred units was nil. The Amur Common units
were reduced by $2.3 million in Q1 2020 due to the impact on earnings from COVID-19 and the uncertainty at the
time of the eventual economic recovery. Due to the positive long-term outlook for Amur and its continued recovery
into 2021, there was an increase in the Amur Common units recorded in Q4 2020 of $2.8 million. Total net increase
to the Amur Common units in 2020 was $0.5 million.
•

Although Amur was impacted negatively by COVID-19, they still have sufficient coverage for the Alaris distributions
(just under 2.0x) and were able to maintain issuing common equity dividends, $0.7 million of which was paid to
Alaris in 2020. Amur intends to declare and pay common dividends on a bi-annual basis moving forward.

Body Contour Centers – cosmetic surgery practice across the United States with over 40 locations
•

BCC was mandated to temporarily close all of its clinics and consult centers in mid-March as elective procedures
were prohibited. Since re-opening, the company has seen positive key performance indicators in lead generation,
cost per lead and conversion rates with most of the metrics outperforming pre-COVID-19 levels and the same
period in 2019.

•

Although Alaris deferred the BCC distributions in Q2 2020 to allow them to preserve cash flows, their performance
and profitability in the second half of 2020 allowed BCC to restart full distributions in Q3 2020 and also make a
catch-up payment of US$1.7 million in Q4 2020 for their previously deferred Q2 amounts. Therefore, all contracted
distributions from BCC were received during 2020.

•

Due to an expected negative reset in 2021 as a result of a soft Q2 2020 when all their clinics were closed, the total
net decrease in the fair value of the BCC units in the year ended December 31, 2020 was US$1.3 million.

•

Upon BCC reaching previously agreed-upon performance targets, Alaris contributed an additional US$20.0 million
to BCC in December 2020. The initial yield on the follow-on contribution is 13% and this contribution will reset for
the first time in the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2022, based on same clinic sales and subject to a collar of
+/-6%, consistent with the terms of the original investment. This follow-on contribution brings the total invested in
BCC to US$66.0 million. The resulting fair value of the total BCC units at December 31, 2020 is US$65.6 million.

•

Due to BCC’s positive results in the second half of 2020, their ECR for the year ended December 31, 2020
increased and is in excess of 2.0x, which includes the incremental annualized distributions of US$2.6 million
associated with the December 2020 follow-on contribution.

•

Alaris has a commitment to fund an additional US$25.0 million and the funding of which is based on BCC reaching
certain EBITDA and ECR thresholds. Timing of which is still to be determined.

Brown & Settle – full-service large-parcel site development contractor, based in the Mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.
•

Brown & Settle is a large-parcel site development contractor that was founded in 2003 and is headquartered in
Northern Virginia, the largest data center market in the world. Brown & Settle’s comprehensive suite of services
includes excavation, clearing, rock blasting, concrete, paving and utility installation in the Mid-Atlantic region in the
United States. Brown & Settle has established itself as one of the top providers of site development services for
data centers, working on projects for the large hyperscalers in the data center market.

•

Subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris contributed a total of US$66.0 million into Brown & Settle (partnership
formed February 9, 2021), which consisted of: an aggregate of US$53.7 million of combined subordinated debt and
preferred equity and US$12.3 million in exchange for a minority common equity ownership of the company. The
initial annualized distribution on the subordinated debt and preferred equity investments is US$7.5 million, which
equates to a pre-tax yield of approximately 14%. Commencing on January 1, 2022, the Brown & Settle distribution
will be adjusted annually based on the percentage change in gross revenue, subject to a collar of +/-6%.

For the year ended December 31, 2020
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•

Based on Alaris’ review of Brown & Settle’s internal pro forma financial results for the year ended December 31,
2020 and giving effect to the Brown & Settle investment and certain other changes to the Brown & Settle capital
structure, the resulting earnings coverage ratio would be between 1.5x and 2.0x.

Carey Electric – Electrical Contracting in Illinois
•

Carey Electric is an electrical contractor servicing the industrial and commercial markets in the suburban
Chicagoland area. Founded in 1923, Carey is a third-generation firm with services including power distribution,
lighting, bucket truck services, trenching, underground locating, fire alarm services, generator testing and other
specialized offerings.

•

Alaris contributed US$17.0 million into Carey Electric in June 2020 consisting of US$16.1 million of preferred units
and US$0.9 million in exchange for a minority common equity ownership position. The initial annual distribution on
the preferred equity is US$2.4 million, which equates to an initial 15% yield. The Carey distribution will reset +/- 5%
annually based on the change in revenue, with the first reset commencing in January 2022.

•

Based on Carey’s historical practice of paying dividends on its common equity, Alaris expects to receive dividends
on its US$0.9 million common equity investment on an annual basis as cash flows permit. For the year ended
December 31, 2020, of which Alaris was invested for just over six months, the common dividend issued to Alaris
was US$0.4 million.

ccComm – T-Mobile Retailer with approximately 50 locations throughout the Northwest and Central United States
•

During Q1 2020, the Trust suspended distributions from ccComm to allow them to preserve liquidity for working
capital needs as they endured the impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic as well as transitioning via the merger
from Sprint to T-Mobile (effective in early August 2020). The Trust will continue to defer distributions from ccComm
due to the continued uncertainty from the ongoing pandemic and its impact to the retail industry. Given the
numerous challenges ccComm has overcome in 2020 (pandemic, riots and forest fires in the areas they operate
in), their assessment of the longer-term impact that the transition to T-Mobile will have on their operations is
ongoing.

•

As a result of this deferral of distributions and the continued deferral into early 2021, the fair value of the ccComm
units was decreased by US$11.0 million to a fair value at US$3.8 million. There has been no change to the fair
value since this reduction in Q1 2020.

DNT – Civil Construction Contractor in Austin and San Antonio, Texas
•

In December 2020, DNT repurchased US$5.0 million of the outstanding redeemable units through cash flow
generated from operations during the year. The units were redeemed at par and bring the total amount
repurchased by DNT since the initial investment to US$7.2 million. Subsequently, Alaris has US$40.0 million of
permanent units and US$22.8 million of redeemable units invested in DNT.

•

The fair value of the DNT units was reduced by US$3.5 million in Q1 2020 due a negative 2021 reset as a result of
an initial industry slowdown in Q2 2020 (that has since returned to normal levels) as a result of COVID-19. There
have been no changes to the fair value since March 31, 2020, aside from the repurchase of US$5.0 million of
redeemable units, leaving the fair value of the units at US$60.4 million.

•

Based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, the DNT reset for 2021
distributions will be a negative 6%. However, at the onset of COVID-19, to help alleviate potential liquidity
concerns, Alaris allowed DNT to maintain the same distributions as 2019 rather than taking the positive 6% reset
for their 2020 payments. Therefore, although DNT reset down 6% for the 2021 distributions period, there is no
impact to the yield on distributions for 2021 compared to 2020.
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Edgewater – Professional and technical services firm supporting the U.S Department of Energy
•

Founded in 2003, Edgewater is a professional and technical services firm primarily supporting U.S. Department of
Energy and private sector businesses involved in high-hazard or complex operations through the provision of staff
augmentation support in specialty areas such as nuclear operations, nuclear safety basis, multidisciplinary
engineering, regulatory compliance, waste management, environmental remediation, maintenance, work control,
waste transportation and decommissioning and closure activities. Originally founded to support the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Edgewater now supports operations across the United States and Canada.

•

Alaris contributed US$34.0 million into Edgewater in December 2020 consisting of US$30.6 million of preferred
equity and US$3.4 million in exchange for a minority ownership of the common equity. The initial annual distribution
on the preferred equity is US$4.3 million, which equates to an initial 14% yield. The Edgewater distribution will reset
+/-6% annually based on the change in gross profit, with the first reset commencing January 1, 2022. Based on
Edgewater’s historical practice of paying dividends on its common equity, Alaris expects to receive dividends on an
annual basis, as cash flows permit.

•

Based on Alaris’ review of Edgewater’s internal pro-forma financial results for the year ended December 31, 2020,
as well as the post-closing capital structure, Edgewater would have an earnings coverage ratio at the high end of
the range between 1.2x and 1.5x.

Federal Resources – distributor of products, services and training to the U.S. defence and homeland security
•

In addition to executing on its traditional core business, FED has been awarded numerous material contracts to
supply personal protective equipment (“PPE”) such as masks, medical gowns and gloves to nursing homes
throughout the United States, throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. The positive financial impact to FED has been
substantial given the enhanced demand for PPE, which has led to a positive improvement to their ECR range
during the year moving from 1.2x to 1.5x, to now being greater than 2.0x in the trailing twelve-month period.

•

Based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020 and the significant revenue growth
that FED realized, there will be a positive 6% reset in 2021. Due to there also being an expectation for the demand
for PPE to continue well into 2021, the fair value of the FED units was increased by US$1.1 million in the three
months and year ended December 31, 2020. The resulting fair value of the units at December 31, 2020 is US$74.6
million.

Fleet Advantage – provides flexible leasing and truck lifecycle management solutions in the United States
•

The fair value of the Fleet units was initially reduced by US$0.5 million during Q1 2020 due to the expected decline
in business from COVID-19; however, business has since recovered and has outperformed the comparable period.
Furthermore, based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, the Fleet
distributions will be resetting up 6% due to their increase in revenue year over year. As a result, the fair value of the
Fleet units was increased by US$0.5 million in Q4 2020, with a total net increase for 2020 being US$0.9 million,
resulting in a fair value as of December 31, 2020 of US$11.3 million.

FNC Title Services – full-service title and settlement company, specializing in reverse mortgages in the U.S.
•

Founded in 2007, FNC Title Services is a full-service title and settlement company specializing in reverse
mortgages that operates in 49 states in the U.S. Management of FNC believes it is the only independent,
nationwide player providing title and settlement services to the lenders in the reverse mortgage industry. FNC is
specifically focused on meeting the title services needs of seniors through a specialized understanding of the senior
citizen demographic and reverse mortgage market. FNC is involved throughout the reverse mortgage process,
providing a comprehensive set of title and closing services through its highly trained reverse mortgage
professionals.
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•

Alaris contributed US$40.0 million into FNC in January 2021 consisting of US$32.2 million of preferred equity and
US$7.8 million in exchange for a minority ownership of the common equity. The initial annual distribution on the
preferred equity is US$4.5 million, which equates to an initial pre-tax yield of 14%. The FNC distribution will reset
+/-7% annually based on the change in gross profit, with the first reset commencing January 1, 2022. Based on
FNC’s historical practice of paying dividends on its common equity, Alaris expects to receive dividends on a regular
basis throughout the year, as cash flows permit. Subsequent to the contribution Alaris received its first common
distribution in February 2021, in the amount of US$0.1 million.

•

Based on Alaris’ review of FNC’s internal pro forma financial results for the year ended December 31, 2020, as well
as the post-closing capital structure, FNC would have an earnings coverage ratio above 2.0x.

GWM – provides data-driven digital marketing solutions for advertisers globally
•

The fair value of the GWM units was reduced by US$3.2 million during Q2 2020 as a result of the impact from
COVID-19, as certain customers of GWM, notably in the hospitality industry, significantly reduced advertising
spending during the peak of the pandemic as well as the expected negative reset in 2021. There has been no
change to the fair value of the GWM units since June 30, 2020 (fair value remains at US$45.9 million) as the
company has since seen a positive recovery with numerous customers increasing ad spend in addition to having
acquired new customers in the year. Although GWM have recovered from the initial impact of the pandemic the
reset for distributions in 2021 on the initial contribution is expected to be negative 8% based on unaudited financial
statements for the year ended December 31, 2020.

•

GWM has displayed an impressive track record of growth and cash flow generation since Alaris’ original investment
in November 2018. As a result of these years of success as well as based on their outlook and current cash flow
profile, Alaris invested an additional US$55.0 million into GWM in October 2020. The investment consists of
US$44.0 million of subordinated debt and US$11.0 million of preferred equity, in exchange for initial annualized
distributions of US$6.6 million. Due to the structure used for the GWM follow-on contribution, the after-tax yield is
expected to be equivalent to an initial pre-tax yield of approximately 13%. Commencing on January 1, 2022, the
distributions on the follow-on contribution will be adjusted annually based on the percentage change in gross
revenue subject to a maximum increase or decrease of 8%. Following the additional contribution, the total invested
in GWM is US$101.0 million.

•

The GWM ECR has increased since Q3 2020 and is now again above 1.5x, in the 1.5x – 2.0x range, as a result of
a positive Q4 2020 as they continue to recover from the initial impacts of COVID-19 to their business.

Heritage Restoration –provides masonry and masonry services to commercial building industry in Massachusetts
•

The fair value of the Heritage units was reduced by US$1.0 million in Q1 2020 due to the majority of operations
being prohibited from being performed during the onset of COVID-19 resulting in an expected negative reset in
2021. The business has been operating normally since Q2 2020 and there have been no changes to the fair value
since March 31, 2020, leaving the fair value of the units at US$15.2 million.

•

Based on the unaudited financial statements from the year ended December 31, 2020 and the change in gross
profit, Heritage’s reset on the distributions in 2021 is a negative 6%.

Kimco – commercial janitorial services throughout the United States
•

Kimco has significantly increased volumes and improved their profitability as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
due to the heightened demand for sanitizing solutions and the increase in higher margin ancillary cleaning services.
As numerous businesses re-open, cleanliness remains a key priority. As a result of these positive results, Kimco
restarted distributions to Alaris in July 2020, with the total distributions received during 2020 of US$4.4 million, their
full contracted distributions. Kimco paid US$3.5 million of distributions in Q4 2020 to catch-up on all 2020
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distributions owing. Based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, Kimco will be
resetting up 6% in 2021 with the contracted annual distributions increasing to US$4.7 million. In addition, Kimco will
pay Alaris US$1.3 million of interest on the outstanding promissory notes, bringing the total expected distributions
and interest in 2021 to US$6.0 million.
•

Kimco’s positive results in 2020 along with the restart of full distributions in Q4 2020 has resulted in an increase in
the fair value of the Kimco units during the three months ended December 31, 2020 of US$6.3 million. The units
were also previously increased by US$8.9 million earlier in 2020, bringing the total increase in fair value of the
Kimco units during 2020 to US$15.2 million and resulting in a fair value at December 31, 2020 of US$26.5 million.
Based on the recent success of the company, Kimco is actively evaluating a potential partial or full redemption of
the Kimco units during 2021, as well as the repayment of the outstanding promissory notes and accrued accounts
receivable. Nothing is imminent, nor can any redemption be assured; however, based upon a revised formula
factoring in several valuations’ factors, proceeds to Alaris are estimated to be between US$53.0 million and
US$75.0 million.

LMS – rebar and post tensioning fabrication and installer in British Columbia, Alberta and California
•

Based on unaudited financial statements for the year-ended December 31, 2020, the distributions on the LMS units
are expected to have a positive reset of approximately 15% following an increase in gross profit. As a result, the fair
value of the LMS units was increased by an additional $1.0 million in Q4 2020, a total increase of $3.7 million for
the year ended December 31, 2020. The resulting fair value of the LMS units is $52.6 million.

•

Following the estimated positive reset of 15%, the LMS distributions in 2021 are expected to be $8.5 million which
represents an approximate 14% yield on the total invested of $60.6 million. Although revenue declined slightly from
2019, gross profit has increased by approximately 15% mainly due to timely and efficient material purchases made
by LMS management throughout 2019 and 2020 which has significantly improved their margins.

PFGP – Planet Fitness franchisee with over 70 fitness clubs in the United States
•

After temporarily closing all locations in March 2020 as mandated by each state, PFGP was proactive in attempting
to preserve liquidity and to assist them in this endeavor, Alaris deferred distributions for the remainder of 2020.
PFGP continues to take all the appropriate precautions to keep all members safe as they return to their facilities
and usage rates increase. PFGP clubs in the state of Washington were again closed for just under two months
beginning in November, but in early January have all re-opened. Membership cancellations at the onset of COVID19 were initially nil, increasing through the remainder of 2020, however have started to recover in early 2021.
PFGP and the Planet Fitness franchise system cancellations remain well below industry averages. As of February
2021, net memberships have decreased by approximately 12% compared to pre-COVID levels in February 2020.

•

Alaris continued to defer distributions in Q4 2020, but in January 2021, after PFGP, Alaris and PFGP’s senior
lending syndicate came to an agreed upon amendment, PFGP began to pay partial distributions to Alaris of US$0.3
million per month (US$4.0 million per annum). This amendment and these partial payments are in place until June
2021, with the intent to return to full contracted distributions beginning in July 2021, if PFGP are onside with all their
senior debt covenants at that time. Alaris and PFGP have also agreed to a payment plan on all deferred
distributions with payments to begin being made in January 2022. All deferred distributions as of January 1, 2022
are to be paid over the 48 months ended December 31, 2025. These arrangements require the continued recovery
of the business in 2021 and maintaining covenant compliance with its senior lenders.

•

Due to the restarting of distributions in Q1 2021, the fair value of the PFGP preferred units was increased by
US$2.8 million in Q4 2020. As a result of the overall impact of COVID-19 on their membership base and to the
industry as a whole, the fair value of the PFGP preferred units still had a net decrease in the year ended December
31, 2020 of US$4.8 million. During 2020 due to the impact to their business and the fitness industry there was also
a decrease recorded to the fair value of the PFGP common equity units of US$2.2 million, which was recorded in
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Q1 2020. The resulting fair value of the preferred units is US$70.4 million and the fair value of the common equity
units is US$15.1 million.
•

As part of an overall commitment made in July 2019 for a total of US$8.0 million, the Trust contributed US$3.5
million in early March 2020 (US$2.8 million of additional preferred equity and an additional US$0.7 million
investment in the common equity of PFGP). The remaining commitment to fund is US$3.5 million, timing of which is
to be determined.

SCR – mining services in Eastern Canada
•

There has been no change to the fair value of the SCR units in the year ended December 31, 2020 and the fair
value of the SCR units remains at $34.5 million. The impact of COVID-19 has been minimal to date as the mining
sites have been considered an essential service throughout the pandemic.

•

The Run Rate distributions remain at $4.2 million (total contracted amount for 2021 is $6.58 million, resetting up the
maximum 6% from 2020). For 2021 and years forward, SCR and Alaris have agreed in principal to a new
arrangement whereby the $4.2 million in annual distributions is the base required amount and SCR will pay an
additional amount semi-annually based on the free cash flow of their business. Based on current cash flow over the
most recent twelve-month period, additional distributions to Alaris would be approximately $1.8 million, for an
expected total of $6.0 million annually.

Stride Consulting – staff augmentation for code development under the Agile methodology, based in New York City
•

There has been no change to the fair value of the Stride units in the year ended December 31, 2020 and they
remain at US$6.0 million.

•

Based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, Alaris is expecting a negative
reset of approximately 6% on the Stride distributions. The annual distributions in 2021 will be just below US$0.8
million.

Unify Consulting – IT Consulting, based in Washington State and California
•

As a result of successfully moving their workforce to remote work and their ability to retain and grow their customer
base as the economy has recovered from the initial impact of COVID-19, their financial results have improved in
the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the prior year period.

•

Based on unaudited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, the distributions from Unify in
2021 will be resetting up 5%, the top of the collar. Due to this reset as well as the overall positive outlook for the
company heading into 2021, the fair value of the Unify units was increased by US$0.7 million during Q3 2020, with
no further changes in Q4 2020, leaving the fair value at year-end to be US$25.7 million.

FORMER PARTNER
Providence:
In late 2020, Alaris was informed by management of Providence that, in relation to continuing defaults under the terms of its
forbearance agreement with its lender, such lender took enforcement action on its security, by way of a foreclosure on the
assets of Providence. Given the amount of senior debt ahead of Alaris and the value of the assets of the business, there
was no prospect of recovery for Alaris. Alaris wrote the fair value of its Providence investment down to zero at March 31,
2020 as the expectation for recovery at that time was nil, and has since been confirmed. The write-down in Q1 2020 was
US$22.9 million and was recorded to unrealized loss of investments at fair value, however in Q4 2020 the total amount of
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the original investment of US$30.0 million ($38.5 million) was reclassified from unrealized to realized loss from investments.
There was no impact of the reclassification during Q4 2020 to Alaris’ earnings as the fair value had been written down to nil
during Q1 2020.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
As at December 31, 2020 Alaris Equity Partners Inc. (“AEP”), the Trust’s subsidiary, has a $330 million credit facility with a
syndicate of Canadian chartered banks, which has a maturity date in November 2023 and is secured by a general security
agreement on all of the Trust’s assets. The interest rate is based on a combination of the CAD Prime Rate (“Prime”),
Bankers’ Acceptances (“BA”), US Base Rate (“USBR”) and LIBOR and the applicable spread determined by the Trust’s
Funded Debt to Contracted EBITDA. Alaris realized a blended interest rate (inclusive of standby fees) of 5.1% for the year
ended December 31, 2020, respectively.
At December 31, 2020 Alaris met all of its covenants as required by the facility. Those covenants include a maximum funded
debt to contracted EBITDA of 2.5:1, which prior to the amendment closed subsequent to year-end could be increased to
3.0:1 for a period of 90 days if needed (actual ratio is 2.34:1 at December 31, 2020); minimum Tangible Net Worth of $450.0
million (actual amount is $605.0 million at December 31, 2020); and a minimum Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio of 1:1 (actual
ratio is 1.33:1 at December 31, 2020). At December 31, 2020, AEP had US$180.3 million and $1.0 million ($231.4 million)
drawn on its credit facility (December 31, 2019 – US$197.2 million and $27.5 million, total of $285.2 million). The total drawn
at December 31, 2020 of $231.4 million is reduced by $1.9 million of unamortized debt amendment and extension fees in
the Trust’s statement of financial position.
For the purposes of calculating covenants and total capacity on Alaris’ senior credit facility, the total drawn is $240.4 million,
which includes the $231.4 million noted above, as well as $9.0 million repaid during Q4 2020 with the intent to re-draw in
January 2021 for the quarterly distribution payment. This short-term repayment was made during Q4 2020 for interest
savings prior to being re-drawn for the distribution to unitholders.
Subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris drew an additional US$40.0 million for its investment in FNC, US$66.0 million for
its investment in Brown & Settle and US$30.0 million for its investment in 3E. The Trust also repaid US$71.0 million of
outstanding USD debt following the completion of a bought deal short-form prospectus offering of 5,909,375 trust units at a
price of $16.00 per unit, for aggregate gross proceeds of $94.6 million.
Additionally, subsequent to December 31, 2020 Alaris entered into amendments with its syndicate of senior lenders
increasing the base of its credit facility from $330 million to $400 million that included the addition of a seventh bank to the
lending syndicate. Included in the amendment was an increase in the leverage covenant for the March 2021 and June 2021
measurement periods, from 3.0x to 3.5x for those two measurement periods. Covenants return to previous levels from
September 30, 2021 onwards (maximum of 2.5:1, with the ability to increase to 3.0:1 for a period of 90 days). Following this
amendment and the transactions noted above, the senior debt facility was drawn to approximately $320.0 million, with the
capacity to draw up to another $80.0 million based on covenants and credit terms. The resulting funded debt to contracted
EBITDA after these transactions is approximately 2.6x.
In 2019, Alaris issued convertible debentures. The hybrid instrument has a face value of $100.0 million, annual interest rate
of 5.5% payable semi-annually and maturity of five years from the issue date. The debentures are convertible at the holder’s
option at any time prior to the close of business on the earlier of the business day immediately preceding the maturity date of
June 30, 2024 and the date specified by Alaris for redemption of the debentures into fully paid and non-assessable units of
Alaris at a conversion price of $24.25 per unit, being a conversion rate of approximately 41.2371 units for each $1,000
principal amount of Debentures.
Holders of debentures are advised that conversions of debentures into units pursuant to the terms of the debenture
indenture dated June 11, 2019 will be processed up until the date that is five business days prior to each upcoming interest
payment.
Upon conversion to an income trust, the previously used term of dividends has changed to distributions. Alaris declared
monthly distributions for each of the first three months of 2020, for a first quarter total of $0.4125 per unit, declared a
quarterly distribution in June 2020 at $0.29 per unit, paid in July, and declared quarterly distributions in September 2020 and
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December 2020, each at $0.31 per unit. Total distributions declared in the year are $1.3225 per unit and $48.6 million in
aggregate (2019 – $1.65 per share and $60.4 million in aggregate).
Since converting to an income trust, the tax profile of distributions changed from being 100% eligible dividends to a
combination of return of capital, eligible dividends, capital gains and interest income. For 2020, the split of the distributions
was as follows:
Tax Profile of Distributions
For the year ended December 31, 2020
Per unit
Dividends
Trust Income
Taxable Capital Gains
Return of Capital

Q1
$ 0.41250
$
$
$
-

Q2
$ 0.29000
$
$
$
-

$
$
$
$

Q3
0.02154
0.21677
0.00336
0.06833

Total paid

$ 0.41250

$ 0.29000

$ 0.31000

$ 0.31000

As a percentage of total
Dividends
Trust Income
Taxable Cap Gains
Return of Capital

Q1
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Q2
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Q3
6.9%
69.9%
1.1%
22.0%

Q4
6.9%
69.9%
1.1%
22.0%

TOTAL
56.4%
32.8%
0.5%
10.3%

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

$
$
$
$

Q4
0.02154
0.21677
0.00336
0.06833

$
$
$
$

TOTAL
0.74558
0.43354
0.00672
0.13666

$ 1.32250

As disclosed in its consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, Alaris has exposure to credit
risk, other price risk, liquidity risk, and market risk, including foreign exchange risk and interest rate risk. Due to the current
global economic situation, Alaris has provided updated disclosures on these risks as follows:
Credit Risk and Other Price Risk
The risks on which the Trust is exposed has not changed in the period. However, as the Trust’s exposure to these risks is
influenced by the individual characteristics of each Partner, this risk has changed for each Partner during the period. The
carrying amount of investments, accounts receivable, promissory notes, and cash and cash equivalents continues to
represent the maximum credit exposure.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk the Trust will encounter difficulty in meeting the obligations associated with its financial liabilities. The
most significant financial liability is that of the loans and borrowings and the convertible debenture, both of which are not due
within the next twelve months. During the period, distributions from Partners continue to generate cash flows to satisfy these
obligations. There is increased risk that in future periods, should these distributions decrease, that the Trust will not have
sufficient liquidity to meet these liabilities. The Trust is onside with its lending covenants as previously disclosed, and
currently has enough resources to satisfy those obligations becoming due within the next twelve months.
Market Risk
Market risk includes the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates and interest rates will impact the
Trust’s income or value of its financial instruments. There has been a significant impact on interest rates in the period due to
the current global pandemic, and also resulting impacts on foreign exchange rates. The Trust continues to manage these
risks in the same manner as those disclosed in the consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2019
through the use of derivative contracts, and does not believe its risks related to these factors have increased significantly.
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Alaris had adjusted net working capital of approximately $12.8 million at December 31, 2020. Subsequent to December 31,
2020, Alaris drew $9.0 million of previously repaid debt for the purposes of paying the distribution in January 2021. Including
this amount the total net working capital was approximately $21.8 million for purposes of meeting its current obligations.
Under the current terms of the various commitments, Alaris has the ability to meet all current obligations as they become
due.

WORKING CAPITAL
Alaris’ Adjusted Net Working Capital (defined as current assets, excluding promissory notes and investment tax credits
receivable, less current liabilities) at December 31, 2020 and 2019 is set forth in the tables below.
Adjusted Net Working Capital
Cash
Prepayments

31-Dec-20

31-Dec-19

$ 16,498

$ 17,104

177

1,509

Foreign exchange contracts

1,489

555

Trade and other receivables

804

1,226

12,669

4,205

$ 31,637

$ 24,599

Income taxes receivable
Total Current Assets
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Distributions payable
Office Lease
Income tax payable

5,351

2,713

12,089

5,047

659

837

723

384

Total Current Liabilities

$ 18,822

$ 8,981

Adjusted Net Working Capital

$ 12,815

$ 15,618

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity
instrument to another entity. Upon initial recognition all financial instruments, including derivatives, are recognized on the
balance sheet at fair value. Subsequent measurement is then based on the financial instruments being classified into one of
two categories: amortized cost and fair value through profit or loss. Alaris has designated its financial instruments into the
following categories applying the indicated measurement methods.
Financial Instrument
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivables
Promissory notes and other receivables
Investments
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Loans and borrowings
Convertible debentures
Derivative contracts
Other long-term liabilities

Measurement Method
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
Fair Value or amortized cost
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
Fair Value
Fair Value or amortized cost

Alaris will assess at each reporting period whether there is a financial asset carried at amortized cost that is impaired using
the expected credit loss model. An impairment loss is included in net earnings.
Alaris holds derivative financial instruments to hedge its foreign currency exposure and variable interest rate exposure.
Alaris purchases forward exchange rate contracts to match between 75% and 90% of expected quarterly distributions and
expenses in Canadian dollars on a rolling 12-month basis and also for a portion of the expected distributions and expenses
in Canadian dollars on a rolling 12 to 24 month basis. The fair value of the forward contracts will be estimated at each
reporting date and any unrealized gain or loss on the contracts will be recognized in profit or loss. As at December 31, 2020,
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for the next twelve months, Alaris has total contracts to sell US$35.1 million forward at an average $1.3274 CAD. For the
following twelve months, Alaris has total contracts to sell US$11.1 million forward at an average $1.3004 CAD.
Alaris has an interest rate swap that was initiated in 2019 and that expires in November 2021. The interest rate swap allows
for a fixed interest rate of 1.50% in replace of LIBOR on $50.0 million notional amount of USD debt.
Alaris has the following financial instruments that mature as follows:
31-Dec-20
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Distributions payable
Office Lease
Other long-term liabilities
Convertible debenture
Loans and borrowings
Total

Total

0-6 Months

6 mo – 1 yr

1 – 2 years

Year 3 and
Thereafter

$ 5,351
12,089
659
980
100,000
229,477

$ 5,351
12,089
91
-

$91
-

$182
572
-

$295
408
100,000
229,477

$ 348,556

$ 17,531

$ 91

$ 754

$ 330,180

Alaris has sufficient cash on hand to settle all current accounts payable, accrued liabilities, distributions payable and all
scheduled interest payments on the senior debt. In the event the senior debt is not renewed beyond the agreed upon
extension and principal payments become due, the debt would be refinanced, or alternatively, management expects that
there would be sufficient cash flow from operations and expected Partner redemptions to meet all required repayments.

INTERNAL CONTROLS OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
A. Disclosure Controls and Procedures
An evaluation was performed under the supervision and with the participation of the Trust’s management (including the CEO
and CFO) of the effectiveness of the design and operation of the Trust’s disclosure controls and procedures, as defined in
National Instrument 52-109. Based on that evaluation, the Trust’s management (including the CEO and CFO) concluded
that the Trust’s disclosure controls and procedures were designed to provide a reasonable level of assurance over
disclosures of material information and are effective as of December 31, 2020. The Trust uses the 2013 Committee of
Sponsoring Organization of the Treasury Commission (COSO) framework.
B. Management Report on Internal Controls over Financial Reporting
The Trust’s management, (including the CEO and CFO) have assessed and evaluated the design and effectiveness of the
Trust’s internal controls over financial reporting as defined in National Instrument 52-109 as of December 31, 2020. Alaris'
assessment included documentation, evaluation and testing of its internal controls over financial reporting. Based on that
evaluation, Alaris’ management concluded that its internal controls over financial reporting are effective as defined by
National Instrument 52-109.
There were no changes in internal controls during the year ended December 31, 2020 that have materially affected, or are
reasonably likely to materially affect Alaris’ internal control over financial reporting.

SUMMARY OF CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS
Alaris, through its subsidiaries, has an outstanding senior credit facility and convertible debentures both of which are
described under “Liquidity and Capital Resources”, a commitment to fund one additional contribution of US$25.0 million to
BCC when specified financial metrics have been reached, which is expected to be within the next twelve months, as well as
a commitment to fund PFGP an additional US$3.5 million with an exact timing of which unknown at this time and leases for
office space.
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Contractual Obligations

Total

< 1 year

1 – 3 years

4 – 5 years

> 5 years

Loans and borrowings
Convertible debenture
Additional contributions to BCC
Additional contribution to PFGP
Office lease

$ 229,477
100,000
31,958
4,474
659

$31,958
182

$ 229,477
4,474
369

$100,000
108

$-

Total Contractual Obligations

$ 366,568

$ 32,140

$ 234,320

$ 100,108

$-

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Trust had no transactions with related parties for the years ending December 31, 2020 or 2019.
In addition to salaries, the Trust also provides long-term compensation to employees of its subsidiaries in the form of options
and RTUs as well as bonuses. Key management personnel compensation comprised the following:
Key Management Personnel

2020

2019

Base salaries and benefits
Bonus
Unit-based payments (non-cash)

$ 864
853
511

$ 898
981
$1,552

$ 2,228

$ 3,431

Total

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND POLICIES
Management is required to make estimates when preparing the financial statements. Significant estimates include the
valuation of investments at fair value, valuation of accounts receivable and promissory notes and income taxes. Refer to the
consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020.
Alaris’ transactions structured as limited partnerships are not amortized and will be assessed for objective evidence of
impairment at each balance sheet date.
As disclosed in Note 5 to the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, subsequent to the sale of
Sandbox in Q1 2020, AEP received a complaint (the “Complaint”) from the purchasers of Sandbox concerning its disputes
arising out of the sale of the Sandbox assets, which alleges damages of approximately US$37.2 million. AEP and the Trust
believe the claims within the Complaint are without merit and intends to vigorously defend the case. To this end, AEP and
the Trust filed Motions to Dismiss the purchasers’ claims of fraud and their claim seeking arbitration regarding the working
capital adjustment. AEP and the Trust has not moved to dismiss certain narrow contract breach claims. The Trust is also
actively evaluating the possibility of lodging counterclaims in the matter. Based upon its knowledge of the facts of the preclosing of Sandbox, the sale process and other advice obtained to date, no liability has been recorded in the financial
statements.

RECENT ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
As a result of Alaris’ conversion to an income trust during Q3 2020, the following new accounting policies were applied in the
audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020.
Trust units
The Trust is an open-ended mutual fund trust and, as a result, the Trust units are redeemable at the holders’ option. This
puttable feature would generally result in recognizing the Trust units as a financial liability. However, under International
Accounting Standard 32, “Financial Instruments: Presentation” (IAS 32), the Trust units meet the narrow scope exception to
be presented as equity, including meeting the condition as the most residual class of units.
For the year ended December 31, 2020
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Prior to conversion on September 1, 2020, the shares did not have a redemption option and were classified as equity.
As a result of the redemption feature and the fact the units meet the definition of a financial liability, they may not be
considered equity in accordance with IAS 33 Earnings Per Share. However, the Trust has elected to continue to present
earnings per unit.
All references to “unit” or “unitholder” throughout this MD&A refer to trust units or trust unitholders subsequent to September
1, 2020 and common shares or common shareholders prior to September 1, 2020
Unit based compensation
The Trust has two unit-based compensation plans, a unit option plan and a restricted share unit plan. The fair value of the
unit-based compensation is recognized as compensation expense over the vesting period. The grants under the unit-based
compensation plans are considered to be grants of financial liabilities because there is a contractual obligation for the Trust
to deliver Trust units (which are accounted for as liabilities but presented as equity instruments under IAS 32) upon
conversion of the unit options and restricted units.
Holders of units granted under the restricted unit plans receive distributions in the form of additional units when the Trust
declares distributions on its Trust units. The additional units are recognized as compensation expense.
Changes in fair value are recorded as an increase or (decrease) to unit-based compensation expense each period. The
current portion of the liability is recorded in accounts payable and accrued liabilities, while the long-term portion is included
in other long-term liabilities.
Prior to September 1, 2020, the grant-date fair value of share-based payment awards was recognized as share-based
compensation expense, with a corresponding increase in equity reserves, over the period that the employee becomes
entitled to the awards.
Convertible debenture
The Trust has convertible unsecured subordinated debentures that are convertible at the holder’s option. The entire
instrument is considered a financial liability, as there is a contractual obligation for the Trust to deliver Trust units (which are
accounted for as liabilities but presented as equity instruments under IAS 32 upon conversion.
As permitted under IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, the Trust has elected to separate the conversion feature from the debt
instrument, and account for the conversion feature at fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”). Fair value changes are
recorded in Fair value adjustments to convertible debentures. The liability portion of the conversion feature is included in
Other long-term liabilities.

SUMMARY OF QUARTERLY RESULTS
Amounts are in thousands except for income (loss) per unit:
In each period, an unrealized (non-cash) foreign exchange gain/loss has impacted earnings.
Quarterly Results
Summary

Q4-20

Q3-20

Q2-20

Q1-20

Q4-19

Q3-19

Q2-19

Q1-19

$ 31,973
$ 30,847

$ 23,421
$ 28,571

$ 20,203
$ 3,535

$ 33,971
$ (42,662)

$ 30,884
$ (17,854)

$ 30,025
$ 20,884

$ 27,401
$ 21,967

$ 27,658
$ 11,261

Basic and Diluted Income

$ 0.85

$ 0.80

$ 0.10

$ (1.16)

$ (0.49)

$ 0.57

$ 0.60

$ 0.31

(loss) per Unit

$ 0.84

$ 0.79

$ 0.10

$ (1.16)

$ (0.48)

$ 0.57

$ 0.60

$ 0.31

Revenue
Earnings / (loss)

In Q4 2020, Alaris’ earnings included a total net unrealized gain on investments at fair value of $23.2 million. It also included
Q2 2020 distributions from BCC that had previously been deferred as well as a one-time catch up payment in December
from Kimco for the remainder of their 2020 contracted distributions, as they didn’t re-start paying distributions in 2020 until
Q3. In Q3 2020, Alaris’ earnings included a total unrealized gain on investments at fair value of $11.9 million. In Q2 2020,
Alaris’ earnings were impacted negatively by the deferral of the BCC and PFGP distributions and the significant tax expense
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recorded, as a result of the finalization of the new U.S. tax regulations on hybrid arrangements (discussed in further detail
below). These were partially offset by the net unrealized gain on investments at fair value of $8.4 million. In Q1 2020, Alaris
recognized a net realized and unrealized loss from investments of $84.9 million, caused by the impact that COVID-19 has
had and will continue to have on our Partner’s operations. This unrealized loss was the main cause of the overall loss in the
period of $42.7 million. Offsetting this fair value loss was an increase in revenues mainly due to the $9.2 million of additional
distributions paid by SBI at the time of their redemption in January as a result of redeeming their preferred units prior to the
three-year anniversary of the investment, which would have otherwise occurred in Q3 2020.
In Q4 2019, Alaris recognized a loss on assets held for sale of $45.9 million, relating to the Sandbox sale as well as a $6.2
million reduction in the investments at fair value. These were partially offset by a $2.5 million realized gain from the Unify
follow-on contribution. In Q3 2019, Alaris crystallized a gain on investments of $9.3 million upon closing the PFGP additional
contribution, which was offset by a net reduction in the investments at fair value of $9.4 million, resulting in a nominal loss. In
Q2 2019, Alaris received $2.0 million from a Phoenix recovery of previously recorded bad debts and Alaris recorded a $9.3
million net increase in investments in fair value. In Q1 2019, Alaris recorded a $5.0 million net decrease in investments at
fair value.

OUTSTANDING UNITS
At December 31, 2020, Alaris had authorized, issued and outstanding, 38,996,399 voting trust units.
During the year ended December 31, 2020, 97,359 units were issued on the vesting of RTUs and no options were granted,
issued or exercised.
At December 31, 2020, 361,518 RTUs and 984,019 options were outstanding under Alaris’ long-term incentive
compensation plans. The outstanding options have a weighted average exercise price of $21.70 and as of December 31,
2020 all 984,019 options outstanding were out of the money.
On March 20, 2020, Alaris announced it had received approval from the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”) to establish a
normal course issuer bid (“NCIB”) program. Under the NCIB, Alaris may purchase for cancellation up to 3,473,720 units
(formerly common shares). The program commenced on March 24, 2020 and will remain in effect until March 23, 2021 or
such earlier time as the NCIB is completed or terminated at the option of Alaris. During the nine months ended September
30, 2020, Alaris purchased 1,156,541 units for cancellation for a total cost, including transaction costs, of $10.1 million under
the NCIB. The weighted-average price of the units repurchased, including transaction costs, was $8.69 per unit.
In December 2020, Alaris completed a bought deal short-form prospectus offering of 3,346,500 trust units at a price of
$13.75 per unit, for aggregate gross proceeds of $46.0 million, which includes the exercise in full of the over-allotment
option. After deduction of the underwriters’ fees and expenses of the offering, net proceeds to Alaris were $43.4 million.
Following the offering and as at December 31, 2020, Alaris had 38,996,399 units outstanding.
Subsequent to December 31, 2020, Alaris completed an additional bought deal short-form prospectus offering of 5,909,375
trust units at a price of $16.00 per unit, for aggregate gross proceeds of $94.6 million. After deduction of the underwriters’
fees and expenses of the offering, net proceeds to Alaris were $90.7 million.
As at March 9, 2021, Alaris had 44,905,774 units outstanding.

INCOME TAXES
Beginning in 2015, the Trust began receiving notices of reassessment (the “Reassessments”) from the Canada Revenue
Agency (the “CRA”) in respect of its 2009 through 2019 taxation years to deny the use of non-capital losses, accumulated
scientific research and experimental development expenditures and investment tax credits. Pursuant to the Reassessments,
the deduction of approximately $121.2 million of non-capital losses and utilization of $7.6 million in investment tax credits
(“ITCs”) by the Trust were denied, resulting in reassessed taxes and interest of approximately $55.6 million (2019 - $50.4
million).
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Subsequent to filing the original notice of objection for the July 14, 2009 taxation year, Alaris received an additional proposal
from the CRA proposing to apply the general anti avoidance rule to deny the use of these deductions. The proposal does not
impact the Trust's previously disclosed assessment of the total potential tax liability (including interest) or the deposits
required to be paid in order to dispute the CRA's reassessments.
The Trust has received legal advice that it should be entitled to deduct the non-capital losses and claim ITCs and as such,
the Trust remains of the opinion that all tax filings to date were filed correctly and that it will be successful in appealing such
Reassessments. The Trust intends to continue to vigorously defend its tax filing position. In order to do that, the Trust was
required to pay 50% of the reassessed amounts as a deposit to the Canada Revenue Agency. The Trust has paid a total of
$20.2 million (2019 - $20.2 million) in deposits to the CRA relating to the Reassessments to date. It is possible that the Trust
may be reassessed with respect to the deduction of ITCs of $2.5 million on the same basis.
The Trust anticipates that legal proceedings through the CRA and the courts will take considerable time to resolve and the
payment of the deposits, and any taxes, interest or penalties owing will not materially impact the Trust’s payout ratio. The
Trust firmly believes it will be successful in defending its position and therefore, any current or future deposit paid to the CRA
would be refunded, plus interest.
On April 8, 2020, the U.S. Treasury Department and IRS published the final regulations (“Regulations”) addressing hybrid
financing arrangements. The key impact that these Regulations have on Alaris is that certain interest payments made by
Alaris’ U.S. entities are no longer deductible beginning with Alaris’ 2019 tax year. The 2019 impact of these Regulations is
an increase to total income tax expense of $10.4 million which has been recorded in the current year ended December 31,
2020. For 2020, Alaris’ U.S. entities incurred non-deductible interest expense of $12.4 million, resulting in an increase in
total income tax expense of $3.2 million.
Certain information contained herein may be considered to be future oriented financial information or financial outlook under
applicable securities laws, including statements regarding expected revenues (annually and quarterly) and anticipated
expenses. The purpose of providing such information in this MD&A is to demonstrate the visibility Alaris has with respect to
its revenue streams, and such statements are subject to the risks and assumptions identified for the business in this MD&A,
and readers are cautioned that the information may not be appropriate for other purposes. See also “Forward Looking
Statement” below.

RISK FACTORS
Our securities are exposed to a number of risks, including the risk described below and under the heading "Special Note Regarding
Forward-Looking Statements, Non-IFRS Measures and U.S. Investors". Alaris' risk factors described below comprise risks that we know
about and that we consider material to our business or results of our operations. The innovative financing structure we use to invest in
private businesses involves unique risks together with the other risks present in the industry as a whole. When considering an
investment in Trust Units, investors and others should carefully consider these risk factors and other uncertainties and potential events
that may adversely affect our business and financial performance. We operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment.
New risk factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for Management to predict all risk factors or the effect of such factors on
our business, reputation, financial condition, cash flows, ability to pay predictable and stable Trust Distributions, response to changes in
our industry, our ability to complete strategic acquisitions or divestitures in an efficient manner or at all or the market price of our Trust
Units.
We have organized our risks as follows:
•

COVID Risks Relating our Business

•

Strategic Risk Factors Relating to our Business

•

Operational and Financial Risk Factors Relating to our Business

•

Risk Factors Relating to our Partners
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COVID RISKS TO OUR BUSINESS
The global COVID-19 outbreak has caused disruptions to the U.S. and Canadian economies and has, and may continue to,
negatively impact certain of our Partners
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization expanded its classification of COVID-19 to a worldwide pandemic and federal, state,
provincial and municipal governments in North America have been implementing legislation to combat the spread of COVID-19. In the
response to general economic effects of COVID-19 (including in respect of our Partners), Alaris announced in March 2020 that it would
switch its dividend policy to a quarterly payment rather than a monthly payment and its intention to reduce its dividend by approximately
30% to $1.16 annually and $0.29 per quarter (which, after the Trust Conversion, was increased to $1.24 per Trust Unit annually, an
increase of approximately 7% over the last quarterly dividend paid by the Company). Alaris and its Partners have experienced, and may
continue to experience, negative impacts from the COVID-19 outbreak. The long-term extent of such impacts are currently
unquantifiable, but may be significant. Such impacts include, without limitation, reduced willingness or ability of the general population to
travel, government restrictions on travel, reduced hours of business operations, forced closures, mandated social distancing, isolation or
quarantines, border closures, impacts of declared states of emergency, public health emergency and similar declarations and could
include other increased government regulations, reduced consumer traffic and sales, as well as temporary business closures, and
potential supply and staff shortages, all of which may negatively impact the business, financial condition and results of operations of
Alaris and its Partners and thus may impact the ability of our Partners to comply with their covenants under their respective obligations to
Alaris and satisfy their other obligations to other parties, which in turn may adversely impact, among other things, Alaris' ability to access
debt or equity capital on acceptable terms or at all, to comply with the financial covenants under its credit facilities, satisfy its financial
obligations to its lenders and other creditors (including under the Senior Debt Facility) and Alaris' ability to pay Trust Distributions and
make interest and principal payments to holders of our convertible debentures.
When the COVID-19 pandemic subsides, its impact may have lasting effects on our and our Partners' businesses and operations. U.S.
and Canadian consumer practices and demands may have change permanently compared to before COVID-19, including continued
social distancing, which could adversely affect certain of our Partners. Our Partners inability to adapt to these and other COVID-19
changes could adversely impact their ability to pay Partner Distributions.

STRATEGIC RISK FACTORS RELATING TO OUR BUSINESS
We depend on the operations, assets and financial health of our Partners
We depend on the operations, assets and financial health of our Partners through our agreements with them. Our ability to pay Trust
Distributions, to satisfy our debt service obligations and to pay our operating expenses depends on our Partners consistent payment of
Partner Distributions, our sole source of cash flow. Increases or decreases to Partner Distributions generally follow the percentage
change of each Partner’s revenues, same-store sales, gross margin or other similar top-line measure. As a result, subject to certain
conditions, if the applicable financial performance measure of a Partner declines, Partner Distributions will decline. The failure of any
material Partner (or collectively several non-material Partners) to pay its Partner Distribution could materially adversely affect our
financial condition and cash flows. Each Partner may have liabilities or other matters that we do identify through our due diligence or
ongoing communications and monitoring procedures, which may have a material adverse effect on the Partners and the applicable
performance measure.
While the Company has certain rights and remedies available to it under its agreements with our Partners, such rights and remedies,
including the right to receive Partner Distributions, are generally subordinated to the payment rights and security interests of the
Partner’s senior lenders, such as through standstill provisions limiting our exercise of certain remedies until senior debt is fully paid or for
a specified period.
Because Alaris generally has limited voting rights in our Partners, our ability to exercise direct control or influence over the operations of
our Partners may be limited (except over our consent rights and when there has been an uncured event of default and required Partner
Distributions have not been made). Payment of Partner Distributions therefore depend on a number of factors that may be outside our
control.
There is generally no publicly available information, including audited or other financial information, about our Partners or their boards of
directors and management are not subject to the same governance and disclosure requirements applicable to Canadian public
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companies. Therefore, we rely on our Management and third-party service providers to investigate the business of each Partner.
However, neither our due diligence efforts nor or ongoing monitoring procedures can provide assurance that we will uncover all material
information about a Partner necessary to make fully informed decisions. In addition, our due diligence and monitoring procedures will not
necessarily ensure that an investment will succeed. Partners may have significant variations in operating results; may from time to time
be parties to litigation; may be engaged in rapidly changing businesses; may expand business operations to new jurisdictions or
business lines; may require substantial additional capital to support their operations, to finance expansion or to maintain their competitive
position; or may experience adverse changes in their business cycle or in the industries in which they operate.
Numerous factors may affect the quantum of Partner Distributions, or the ability of a Partner to maintain its Partner Distribution
obligations, including: its failure to meet its business plan; regulatory or other changes affecting its industry; integration issues related to
acquisitions, new locations or new business lines; a downturn in its industry; negative economic conditions; changes in legislation or
regulations governing a business or industry; disruptions in the supply chain; disputes with suppliers, customers or service providers or
changes in arrangements with them; and working capital or cash flow management issues. Deterioration in a Partner’s financial condition
and prospects may cause or coincide with a material reduction in the amount of its Partner Distributions. See "Risk Factors Relating to
our Partners".
We are subject to risks affecting any new Partners
The businesses of any new Partners may be subject to one or more of the risks referred to under the heading "Risk Factors Relating to
our Partners" or similar risks and may be subject to other risks particular to such business or businesses. A material change in a
Partner's business or its ability to pay Partner Distributions could have an adverse effect on our business.
We may not complete or realize the anticipated benefits of our Partner arrangements
A key element of our growth plan is adding new Partners and making additional investments in existing Partners in the future. We cannot
guarantee our ability to identify and complete new investment opportunities. Achieving the benefits of future investments will depend in
part on successfully identifying and capturing opportunities in a timely and efficient manner and in structuring such arrangements to
ensure a stable and growing stream of Partner Distributions. From time to time, Alaris has been required to grant concessions to certain
Partners to help them manage their debt covenants, working capital or for other reasons. Such concessions may create temporary or
permanent reductions in the Partner's payment of Partner Distributions, which may negatively affect our operations, financial condition or
cash flows. There are also no guarantees that the perceived benefits of such concessions will, in fact, exist.
We have limited diversification in our Partners
Although Alaris currently has 20 Partners and diversification continues to improve Alaris does not have stringent fixed guidelines for
diversification for our Partners. At any given time, a significant portion of our assets may be dedicated to a single business or industry. If
any single Partner or industry does not succeed or experiences a downturn, this could have a material adverse effect on our business,
results from operations and financial condition.
Our business and the business of each Partner is subject to changes in North American and international economic conditions, including
recessionary or inflationary trends, capital market volatility, consumer credit availability, interest rates, currency exchange rates,
consumers' disposable income and spending levels, job security and unemployment, corporate taxation and overall consumer
confidence. Market and political events and other conditions, including reactions to the COVID-19 pandemic, disruptions in the
international credit markets and other financial systems, may result in a deterioration of global economic conditions. These conditions
could cause a decrease in confidence in the broader North American and global credit and financial markets and create a climate of
greater volatility, less liquidity, widening of credit spreads, a lack of price transparency, increased credit losses and tighter credit
conditions. Despite various actions by governments, from time to time there may be concerns about the general condition of the capital
markets, financial instruments, banks, investment banks, insurers and other financial institutions. These factors could negatively impact
company valuations and impact the performance of the global economy. A return of any these negative economic events could have a
material adverse effect on our Company and our Partners' business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows. For specific
risks related to COVID-19, see "COVID Risks To Our Business"
In addition, geopolitical events may, directly or indirectly, disrupt financial markets in North America. In particular, conflicts, or conversely
peaceful developments, arising in the Middle East, Asia or Eastern Europe and other areas of the world that significantly impact the price
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of important commodities can negatively affect financial markets and global economy. Any such negative impacts could have a material
adverse effect on our Company and our Partners' business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows.
Our ability to manage future growth and carry out our business plans may have an adverse effect on our business and our
reputation
Our ability to sustain continued growth depends on our ability to identify, evaluate and contribute financing to potential Partners that meet
our criteria. Accomplishing such a result on a cost-effective basis largely depends on Alaris' sourcing capabilities, our management of the
investment process, our ability to provide capital on terms that are attractive to private businesses and our access to financing on
acceptable terms. As Alaris grows, we will also need to hire, train, supervise and manage new employees. Failure to effectively manage
future growth or to execute on our business plans to add new Partners could have a material adverse effect on our business, reputation,
financial condition and results of operations. We also rely on our reputation to maintain positive relationships our investors and other
stakeholders and with investment banks and other investment sources to receive potential Partner opportunities. Any action that
undermines the public or an investment source's opinion of Alaris may adversely affect our share price or continued growth.
We face competition with other investment entities
Alaris competes for investment opportunities with many private equity funds, mezzanine funds, equity and non-equity-based investment
funds, royalty companies and other institutional and strategic investors, including the public and private capital markets and senior debt
providers. Some of our competitors, particularly those operating in the United States, are substantially larger and have considerably
greater financial resources and more diverse funding structures than Alaris. Competitors may have a lower cost of funds and many have
access to funding sources and unique structures that are unavailable to Alaris. In addition, some of our competitors may have higher risk
tolerances or different risk assessments, which could allow them to consider a wider variety of investments and establish more
relationships and build their market shares and to use high amounts of leverage to increase valuations given to entrepreneurs. There is
no assurance that the competitive pressures that we face will not have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and
results of operations. As a result of this competition, we may be unable to take advantage of attractive investment opportunities and
there can be no assurance that Alaris will be able to identify and make investments that satisfy our business objectives or that we will be
able to meet our business goals.
Potential Investment Opportunities
Alaris regularly evaluates, considers and engages in discussions with respect to potential investment opportunities that it believes may
assist it in achieving its commercial and growth plans, and in connection therewith it may at any time have outstanding non-binding
letters of intent or conditional agreements which individually or together may be material. There can be no assurance that any such
discussions, non-binding letters of intent or conditional agreements will result in a definitive agreement with respect to an investment
and, if they do, what the terms or timing of such would be or that such investment will be completed by Alaris. If Alaris does complete any
such transaction, it cannot assure investors that the transaction will ultimately strengthen its financial or operating results, prospects or
competitive position or that it will not be viewed negatively by securities analysts or investors. Such transactions may also involve
significant commitments of Alaris' financial and other resources including the completion of additional financings of equity or debt (which
may be convertible into equity). Any such activity may not be successful in generating revenue, income or other returns to Alaris, and the
resources committed to such activities will not be available to Alaris for other purposes.

OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL RISK FACTORS RELATING TO OUR BUSINESS
We are subject to tax related risks
CRA Re-Assessment
The Corporation has received notices of reassessment (the “Reassessments”) from the Canada Revenue Agency (the “CRA”) in
respect of its 2009 through 2019 taxation years to deny the use of non-capital losses, accumulated scientific research and experimental
development expenditures and investment tax credits. Pursuant to the Reassessments, the deduction of approximately $121.2 million of
non-capital losses and utilization of $7.6 million in investment tax credits (“ITCs”) by the Trust were denied, resulting in reassessed taxes
and interest of approximately $55.6 million.
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Subsequent to filing the original notice of objection for the July 14, 2009 taxation year, the Corporation received an additional proposal
from the CRA proposing to apply the general anti avoidance rule to deny the use of these deductions. The proposal does not impact the
Corporation’s previously disclosed assessment of the total potential tax liability (including interest) or the deposits required to be paid in
order to dispute the CRA's reassessments.
The Corporation has received legal advice that it should be entitled to deduct the non-capital losses and claim ITCs and as such, the
Corporation remains of the opinion that all tax filings to date were filed correctly and that it will be successful in appealing the
Reassessments. The Corporation intends to continue to vigorously defend its tax filing position. In order to do that, the Corporation was
required to pay 50% of the reassessed amounts as a deposit to the CRA. The Corporation has paid a total of $20.2 million in deposits to
the CRA relating to the Reassessments to date. It is possible that the Corporation may be reassessed with respect to certain deductions
taken in 2020 on the same basis.
The Corporation anticipates that legal proceedings through the CRA and the courts will take considerable time to resolve and the
payment of the deposits, and any taxes, interest or penalties owing will not materially impact the Trust’s payout ratio. The Trust firmly
believes it will be successful in defending its position and therefore, any current or future deposit paid to the CRA would be refunded,
plus interest.
International Structure
Alaris’ international structure is subject to assessment and possible adjustment by any of the taxation authorities in the jurisdictions in
which it operates based on differences of interpretation of the applicable tax laws and the manner in which such laws have been
implemented.
On April 8, 2020, the U.S. Treasury Department and IRS published the final regulations (“Regulations”) addressing hybrid financing
arrangements. The key impact that these Regulations have on Alaris is that certain interest payments made by the Alaris’ U.S. entities
may no longer be deductible beginning with Alaris’ 2019 tax year. The 2019 impact of these Regulations is an increase to total income
tax expense of $10.4 million which has been recorded in the current year ended December 31, 2020. For 2020, Alaris’ U.S. entities
incurred non-deductible interest expense of $12.4 million, resulting in an increase in total income tax expense of $3.2 million.
Furthermore, certain changes in the structure and business practices of our Partners could impact our structure. Although we are of the
view that the corporate structure has been implemented correctly and is being managed and monitored properly, there can be no
assurance that our Partners’ businesses models will continue to allow us to fully benefit from our corporate structure. Where this is the
case, our operating results could be adversely affected.
Mutual Fund Trust Status
The Trust may cease to qualify as a "mutual fund trust" for purposes of the Tax Act. If the Trust did not so qualify for such purposes
continuously throughout a taxation year, it would be subject to adverse tax consequences which may materially reduce its ability to make
distributions on the Trust Units.
Furthermore, if the Trust was considered to have been established primarily for the benefit of Non-Residents, depending on the
character of the properties held by the Trust at that time, it could be permanently disqualified from qualifying as a "mutual fund trust" for
such purposes.
The Trust Units will cease to be qualified investments for a Registered Plan under the Tax Act unless the Trust qualifies as a "mutual
fund trust" (as defined in the Tax Act).
Laws, Rules and Regulations Applicable to the Trust
There can be no assurance that additional changes to the taxation of income trusts or corporations or changes to other government
Laws, rules and regulations, either in Canada or the United States, will not be undertaken which could have a material adverse effect on
the Trust's unit price and its activities and undertakings. There can be no assurance that the Trust will benefit from any rules applicable
to corporations, that these rules will not change in the future or that the Trust will avail itself of them.
General
Income tax provisions, including current and deferred income tax assets and liabilities, and income tax filing positions require estimates
and interpretations of federal and provincial income tax rules and regulations, and judgments as to their interpretation and application to
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the Trust’s specific situation. The business and operations of Alaris are complex and we have executed a number of significant
financings and transactions over the course of our history. The computation of income taxes payable as a result of these transactions
involves many complex factors and Alaris' interpretation of and compliance with relevant tax legislation and regulations.
Our ability to recover from Partners for defaults under our agreements with them may be limited
Each Partner provides certain representations and warranties and covenants to us on the Partner and its business and certain other
matters. Following a transaction with Alaris, the Partner may distribute all or a substantial portion of the proceeds that it receives from us
to its security holders or owners. If we suffer any loss because of a breach of the representations and warranties or non-compliance with
any other terms of an agreement with a Partner, we may not recover the entire amount of our loss from the Partner. The Partner may not
have sufficient property to satisfy our loss. In addition, our rights and remedies upon a default are generally subordinated to a Partner's
senior lenders, if any, which can limit our ability to recover any losses from Partners. Furthermore, a Partner may try to contest the
application of our remedies, which could delay (or, if a Partner's contest succeeds, deny) the operation of our rights and remedies and
add costs to Alaris.
There are risks related to Alaris' and our Partners' outstanding debt
Certain features of our outstanding debt, including the renewal of such debt on substantially similar terms, and any outstanding debt of
the Partners could adversely affect our ability to raise additional capital, to fund our operations, to pay Trust Distributions, and could limit
our ability to react to changes in the economy and our industry, expose us to interest rate risks and could prevent us from meeting
certain of our business objectives. An inability to meet our debt covenants could cause a default under our senior credit facility, which
may then require repayment of any outstanding amounts at a time when Alaris may not have sufficient cash available to make such
repayment. In addition, a default under our debt facility may impact our ability to obtain future debt financing on terms favorable to Alaris.
Furthermore, an inability of any material Partner (or a group of non-material Partners collectively representing a material portion of our
revenues) to meet its (or their) debt covenants and a failure of a Partner to refinance or restructure its debt where necessary can affect
the ability to pay Partner Distributions and therefore impact Alaris' cash flows. In addition, where a Partner has defaulted under our
agreements, our right to exercise our remedies may be subordinate to the Partner's senior lender and subject to a standstill provision
until the senior debt is repaid or for a specified period.
In addition, if Alaris or any of its assets becomes subject to any insolvency, bankruptcy, receivership, liquidation, reorganization or similar
proceedings, Alaris’ outstanding debt will rank in priority to equity holders (with the indebtedness under the senior credit facility ranking in
priority to the convertible debentures and other unsecured debt).
Alaris and our Partners are subject to significant regulation
Alaris, its Subsidiaries and our Partners are subject to various laws, regulations and guidelines in the jurisdictions in which they operate
(including U.S. federal, state and local laws and Canadian federal, provincial and local laws) and may become subject to new laws,
regulations and guidelines in the future, particularly as a result of acquisitions or additional changes to the jurisdictions in which they
operate. The financial and managerial resources necessary to ensure such compliance could escalate significantly in the future which
could have a material adverse effect on Alaris' and the Partners' business, resources, financial condition, results of operations and cash
flows. The same goes for any failure to maintain compliance or obtain any required approvals. Such laws and regulations are subject to
change. Accordingly, it is impossible for Alaris or the Partners to predict the cost or impact of changes to such laws and regulations on
their respective future operations.
There are no guarantees as to the timing and amount of our Trust Distributions
The amount of any Trust Distribution will depend on several factors, including Partner Distributions received, profitability, debt covenants
and obligations, foreign exchange rate, the availability and cost of acquisitions, fluctuations in working capital, the timing and amount of
capital expenditures, applicable law and other factors which may be beyond our control. We cannot guarantee Trust Distributions, which
fluctuate with our performance and the performance of our Partners. There can be no assurance as to our payment of Trust
Distributions. The market value of the Trust Units may deteriorate if we cannot pay Trust Distributions in accordance with our Trust
Distribution policy, or at all, in the future, and such deterioration may be material.
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There are no guarantees as to the availability of future financing for operations, Trust Distributions and growth
We expect that our principal sources of funds for our operations, including our Trust Distributions, will be the cash we generate from the
Partner Distributions. We believe that funds from these sources will provide Alaris with sufficient liquidity and capital resources to meet
our ongoing business operations at existing levels. Despite our expectations, Alaris may require new equity or debt financing to meet our
financing and operational requirements. There can be no assurance that this financing will be available when required or available on
commercially favourable terms or on terms that are otherwise satisfactory to Alaris, in which event our financial condition may be
materially adversely affected.
The payout by Alaris of substantially all of our operating cash may make additional investment capital and operating expenditures
dependent on increased cash flow or additional financings in the future. Alaris may require equity or debt financing to acquire interests in
new Partners or make additional contributions to our current Partners. Although we have succeeded in obtaining such financing as and
when required to date, there can be no assurance that such financing will be available when required or will be on commercially
favourable terms. A lack of availability or commercially favourable terms could limit our growth. The ability of Alaris to arrange such
financing in the future will depend in part upon the prevailing capital market conditions and our business performance.
Our ability to pay Trust Distributions is affected by the terms of our Senior Credit Facility
Our ability to pay Trust Distributions is subject to applicable laws and contractual restrictions in the instruments governing our
indebtedness. The degree to which Alaris is leveraged and compliance with other debt covenants under our debt facility could have
important consequences for Unitholders including: (a) our ability to obtain additional financing for future contributions to private
companies may be limited; (b) all or part of our cash flow from operations may be dedicated to the repayment of our indebtedness,
thereby reducing funds available for future operations or for payment of Trust Distributions; (c) certain of our borrowings are at variable
rates of interest, which exposes us to the risk of increased interest rates; and (d) we may be more vulnerable to economic downturns and
be limited in our ability to withstand competitive pressures. These factors may adversely impact our cash flow and, as a result, the
amount of cash available for payment of Trust Distributions.
Interest expense has been estimated to calculate our distributable cash based on current market conditions that are subject to
fluctuations. Such fluctuations could lead to an unanticipated material increase in interest rates that could in turn have a material adverse
effect on cash available to pay Trust Distributions to Unitholders.
We are subject to fluctuations in the U.S./Canadian dollar pairing (USD/CAD)
Most Partners pay their Partner Distributions in USD. But the Company pays its Trust Distributions in Canadian dollars. We currently
have currency hedges in place to manage the risk and economic consequences of foreign currency exchange fluctuations on our
monthly cash flows and natural hedges such as carrying U.S. dollar denominated debt. However, the Canadian dollar relative to the U.S.
dollar is subject to fluctuations and the currency hedges are for a limited period. There can be no guarantee that future hedges will be at
rates of USD/CAD that fully protect Alaris’ cash flows against major fluctuations. As a result, failure to adequately manage our foreign
exchange risk could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operation. In general, where we continue to have a
majority of our investments in the U.S., a declining Canadian dollar versus the U.S. dollar is a net benefit to Alaris' monthly cash flows
and to the principal value of its investments.
Certain of our currency hedges are conducted through a forward contract, which come with an obligation to fulfill the contract at a future
date. If Alaris did not have adequate USD to sell under the forward contract it would have to pay the difference between the contract
price and the current spot price. If the current spot price is in Alaris' favor it could receive a cash benefit from being unable to fulfill its
forward contract. But if the spot to forward price differential is not in Alaris' favour, it could owe considerable money to the holder of the
contract. A significant loss of USD revenue could cause Alaris to fail to meet its obligations under the forward contracts. This could result
from a decline in a Partner's business, which diminishes its Partner Distribution, or if a material U.S. Partner repurchases (or several U.S.
Partners repurchase) Alaris. Any cash outlay to meet a forward contract obligation could impair Alaris' cash flows.
Alaris has investments in several U.S. based businesses, and will continue to invest in U.S. based businesses, in U.S. denominated
currency. The Senior Credit Facility allows for USD denominated draws to fund U. S.-based businesses. This will act as a natural hedge
on cash flows and future repurchases by Partners. However, Alaris may from time to time purchase USD in the spot market based on the
USD/CAD rate of exchange at the time of investment to make U.S. based investments. If Alaris is redeemed on a USD-based investment
it may incur a loss in the Canadian dollar equivalent if the USD/CAD spot rate is lower at the time of the redemption than it was when the
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original investment was made. Alaris does not hedge the fair value of its USD denominated investments because there is no expectation
to be redeemed or to exit these investments and therefore there is an uncertain time horizon of such exit events. This exposes Alaris to a
cash loss, or gain, on a USD investment, even if the investment was successful in its U.S. based currency. Alaris adjusts the fair value of
its U.S. dollar denominated investments based on the USD/CAD rate on the balance sheet date for each quarter and records an
unrealized gain or loss to account for the fluctuations in the exchange rate.
Our Partners have termination rights which may be exercised
Each of our Partners have the right to terminate their agreement with Alaris through a repurchase or redemption right, some such rights
may be restricted until a fixed period of time has passed from Alaris’ initial investment. Although Management believes that the
repurchase or redemption purchase price would adequately compensate Alaris for the foregone payments, we would need to reinvest
the cash received including possibly repurchasing for cancellation our own Trust Units to maintain our Trust Distribution levels. There is
no assurance that we would be able to successfully identify and complete any such alternative investments or complete any such Trust
Unit repurchase.
We and our Partners rely heavily on key personnel
The success of Alaris and our Partners depends on the abilities, experience, efforts and industry knowledge of their respective senior
management and other key employees, including their ability to retain and attract skilled management and employees. The long-term
loss of the services of any key personnel for any reason could have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition, results
of operations or future prospects of Alaris or a Partner. The growth plans of Alaris and the Partners described in this document may
require additional employees, increase the demand on management and produce risks in both productivity and retention levels. Alaris
and our Partners may be unable to attract and retain additional qualified management and employees as needed in the future. There can
be no assurance that Alaris or our Partners will effectively manage their growth, and any failure to do so could have a material adverse
effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations and future prospects.
Our share price is unpredictable and can be volatile
A publicly traded income trust will not necessarily trade at values determined by reference to the underlying value of its business. The
prices at which the Trust Units will trade are unpredictable. The market price of the Trust Units could fluctuate significantly in response to
variations in quarterly and annual operating results, the results of any public announcements we make, general economic conditions,
unexpected volatility in global stock markets and other factors beyond our control.
We may issue additional Trust Units diluting existing Unitholders' interests
We may issue an unlimited number of Trust Units or other securities for consideration and on terms as we establish without Unitholder
approval. Any further issuance of Trust Units will dilute the interests of existing Unitholders, if the proceeds of such issuances are not
being used in a manner that is accretive to Alaris' net cash from operating activities per Trust Unit. Unitholders have no pre-emptive
rights in connection with such future issuances.
We are subject to a risk of legal proceedings
In the normal course of business, we may be subject to or involved in lawsuits, claims, regulatory proceedings and litigation for amounts
not covered by our liability insurance. Some of these proceedings could result in significant costs. Although the outcome of such
proceedings is not predictable with assurance, Alaris has no reason to believe that the disposition of such matters could significantly
impact our financial position, operating results or ability to carry on our business activities. As of the date of this document no material
claims or litigation have been brought against Alaris.
General risks related to the convertible debentures
In June 2019, Alaris issued $100 million aggregate principal amount of convertible debentures. The convertible debentures are
convertible at the holder's option at any time before the close of business on the earlier of the business day immediately preceding the
June 30, 2024 maturity date and the date specified by Alaris for redemption of the convertible debentures into fully paid and nonassessable Trust Units at a conversion price of $24.25 per Trust Unit, being a conversion rate of approximately 41.2371 Trust Units for
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each $1,000 principal amount of convertible debentures. Each series of convertible debenture will rank pari passu with each other
convertible debenture of the same series and, subject to certain statutory exceptions, with all other present and future subordinated and
unsecured indebtedness of Alaris (except for any sinking fund provisions applicable to different series of convertible debentures or
similar obligations of Alaris).
If Alaris or any of its assets becomes subject to any insolvency, bankruptcy, receivership, liquidation, reorganization or similar
proceedings, Alaris must first repay the Senior Credit Facility, and any other senior indebtedness which may arise from time to time,
before repaying holders of convertible debentures. Following repayment in full of the Senior Credit Facility and any other senior
indebtedness, the convertible debentures become entitled to the distribution of any remaining assets of Alaris to satisfy any owing
obligations on such convertible debentures. In addition, any assets of Alaris that are subject to a security interest or are required to be
marshalled pursuant to the rights of any creditor ranking senior to the holders of the convertible debentures may not be available to
satisfy any obligations owing on the convertible debentures. As a result, if Alaris or any of its assets becomes subject to any insolvency,
bankruptcy, receivership, liquidation, reorganization or similar proceedings, Alaris may have insufficient assets remaining to pay amounts
due on any or all of the then outstanding convertible debentures.
Additionally, any deterioration in Alaris' financial condition may affect our ability to pay principal, premium (if any) and interest on the
convertible debentures when due. Alaris is prohibited from making any payment on the convertible debentures if: (a) a default, event of
default or an acceleration occurs under the Senior Credit Facility or any other senior indebtedness or any swap obligation of any senior
creditor or its affiliates; (b) a default under the Senior Credit Facility or any other senior indebtedness permits the holders of the Senior
Credit Facility or any other senior indebtedness (as applicable) to accelerate its maturity; or (c) if such payment would create a default of
the Senior Credit Facility or any other senior indebtedness that would permit acceleration of its maturity.
Alaris may Redeem the convertible debentures before Maturity
Between June 30, 2022, and June 30, 2023 (and subject to regulatory approval and any restrictions on redemption of convertible
debentures of a particular series), Alaris has the right to redeem the convertible debentures, either in whole at any time or in part from
time to time, on at least 30 and not more than 60 days notice, at a redemption price equal to the principal amount of the convertible
debentures plus accrued and unpaid interest, as long as the volume weighted average trading price of the Trust Units on the TSX for the
20 consecutive trading days ending on the fifth trading day before the date on which the notice of redemption is given is at least 125% of
the conversion price. Holders of convertible debentures should assume that Alaris will exercise its redemption right if refinancing at a
lower interest rate becomes available or if Management determines that it is otherwise in Alaris' best interest to redeem the convertible
debentures.
Redemption of convertible debentures upon a Change of Control
Alaris must offer to purchase all convertible debentures within 30 days of the acquisition of voting control or direction of more than 50%
of the outstanding Trust Units. Upon such an event, Alaris may not have sufficient funds to satisfy the required purchase of all convertible
debentures. Additionally, the rights under the Senior Credit Facility or any other senior indebtedness in existence at such time may
restrict such a purchase.
Effect of interest rates on the price of convertible debentures
The market value of the convertible debentures will fluctuate with the interest rates in effect from time to time. The market value of the
convertible debentures may consequently decline if general interest rates begin to rise.
Nature of Investment
Unitholders of Alaris do not hold a share of a body corporate. As holders of trust units, unitholders do not have statutory rights normally
associated with ownership of shares of a corporation including, for example, the right to bring "derivative" actions. The rights of
Unitholders are based primarily on the trust’s Declaration of Trust, a copy of which is available under the Trust’s profile at
www.sedar.com. There is no statute governing the affairs of the Trust equivalent to the Canada Business Corporation Act which sets out
the rights and entitlements of shareholders of corporations in various circumstances.
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We are not, and do not intend to become, registered as an Investment Company under the U.S. Investment Company Act and
related rules
We have not been and do not intend to become registered as an investment company under the U.S. Investment Company Act and
related rules in reliance on the exemption from such registration under section 3(c)(7) of that Act. The U.S. Investment Company Act and
related rules provide certain protections to investors and restrict companies who register with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the "SEC") as investment companies. None of these protections or restrictions is or will be available to investors in Alaris.
In addition, to comply with the section 3(c)(7) exemption from registration and avoid being required to register as an investments
company under the U.S. Investment Company Act and related rules, we have implemented restrictions on the ownership and transfer of
the Trust Units, which may materially affect your ability to hold or transfer the Trust Units. If we needed to register with the SEC as an
investment company, compliance with the U.S. Investment Company Act would significantly and adversely affect our ability to conduct
our business.
Potential investors' ability to invest in Trust Units or to transfer any Trust Units that investors hold may be limited by certain
ERISA, United States Internal Revenue Code (the "Code") and other considerations
Alaris has restricted the ownership and holding of Trust Units so that none of our assets will constitute "plan assets" (as defined in
section 3(42) of ERISA and applicable regulations) of any of the following: (a) an "employee benefit plan" (under section 3(3) of ERISA
that is subject to Part 4 of Subtitle B of Title I of ERISA; (b) a plan, individual retirement account or other arrangement that is subject to
Section 4975 of the Code; (c) any other retirement or benefit plan that is not described in (a) or (b), but that is subject any similar law; or
(d) an entity whose underlying assets are considered to include "plan assets" of any such plan, account or arrangement in (a) through (c)
under ERISA, the Code or similar law.
If the Company's assets were considered "plan assets" of any of the above entities, non-exempt "prohibited transactions" under section
406 of ERISA, section 4975 of the Code or similar law could arise from transactions the Company enters into in the ordinary course of
business, leading to tax penalties and mandatory rescission of such transactions. Consequently, each recipient and subsequent
transferee of Trust Units will, or will be deemed to, represent and warrant that it is not an entity described in (a) through (d) in the
preceding paragraph and that no portion of the assets used to acquire or hold its interest in Trust Units or any beneficial interest in them
constitutes or will constitute the assets of such an entity. Any holding or transfer of Trust Units in violation of such representation will be
void. See "Ownership and Transfer Restrictions".
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act ("FACTA") Provisions
In general, FATCA imposes due diligence, reporting and withholding obligations on foreign (non-U.S.) financial institutions and certain
foreign (non-U.S.) non-financial entities. A failure by such an institution or entity to comply with these obligations could subject it to a 30%
U.S. withholding tax ("FATCA Tax") on certain U.S. source income (including interest, dividends, rents, royalties, compensation and
other passive income and, since 2019, gross proceeds from the sale or other disposition of property that can produce such type of U.S.
source income) and thereby reduce its distributable cash and net asset value. In 2014, Canada and the United States entered into an
Intergovernmental Agreement (the "IGA") to facilitate compliance with FATCA by Canadian financial and non-financial institutions and
entities.
Under the IGA and the Canadian legislation enacted to implement the IGA (the "Canada IGA Legislation"), Alaris (and its Subsidiaries):
(a) registered with the IRS and acquired identifying numbers; (b) performed, and will continue to perform, specified diligence to
determine whether they have any "U.S. reportable accounts"; and (c) will annually, report to the CRA, as required or applicable,
information about our U.S. "account holders", which could include certain of Alaris' Unitholders. Under the Canada IGA Legislation,
Unitholders may need to provide identity, residency and other information to Alaris (and may be subject to penalties for failing to do so)
that, for certain U.S. persons or certain non-U.S. entities controlled by certain U.S. persons, Alaris would then report to the CRA and
which the CRA would then report to the IRS. The CRA has reported, and will report, such information about U.S. reportable accounts
and such U.S. persons and non-U.S. entities to the IRS under the exchange-of-information provisions in the Canada-U.S. tax treaty.
In any event, under the Canada IGA Legislation, equity and debt interests that trade regularly on an established securities market are not
treated as "financial accounts". If the Trust Units are regularly traded on an established securities market, Alaris will not need to provide
information to the CRA about U.S. holders of Trust Units. The Trust Units are regularly traded on an established securities market and,
as such, Alaris does not expect to report information about U.S. Unitholders to the CRA under FATCA. However, should the Trust Units
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no longer be considered to be regularly traded on an established securities market, Alaris' reporting obligations under FATCA may
change.
Alaris and its Subsidiaries intend to continue to take such measures and implement such procedures as it, in consultation with its legal
and tax counsel, determines to be necessary or desirable to comply with its obligations under the IGA and, more particularly, the Canada
IGA Legislation. If Alaris or a Subsidiary of Alaris cannot (or otherwise does not) satisfy the applicable requirements of the IGA and the
Canada IGA Legislation or if the Canadian government does not comply with the IGA and if Alaris is otherwise unable to comply with any
relevant and applicable legislation, then Alaris (or a Subsidiary of Alaris) could be subject to the FATCA Tax and thereby reduce the
distributable cash and net asset value of Alaris.
The discussion above reflects the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, guidance issued by the IRS and the United States Treasury Department,
including regulations and IRS notices, and the IGA and the Canada IGA Legislation (and their interpretations and the guidance issued by
the CRA). Future guidance, including explanations of and rulings interpreting current authorities, may affect the application of FATCA to
Alaris in a manner that is unfavorable to Alaris and holders of Trust Units.
Passive Foreign Investment Company ("PFIC") Rules and Potential Implications for U.S. Unitholders
Sections 1291 through 1298 of the Code provide for special (and generally unfavorable for U.S. Unitholders) rules applicable to non-U.S.
corporations (and non-U.S. mutual fund trusts) that constitute PFICs. A non-U.S. corporation will constitute a PFIC for any taxable year
in which either (a) at least 75% of its gross income for such taxable year is passive income (which would include, among other things
and subject to certain exceptions, dividends, interest, royalties, rents, annuities and other income of a kind that would be "foreign
personal holding company income", as defined in Section 954(c) of the Code) or (b) the average percentage of assets by value (based
on a quarterly average) held by it during such taxable year which produce passive income or which it holds for the production of passive
income is at least 50%. For this purpose, the non-U.S. corporation will be considered to receive its proportionate share of the income
directly, and as holding its proportionate share of the assets, of any corporation (whether U.S. or non-U.S.) at least 25% (by value) of the
stock of which the non-U.S. corporation owns directly or indirectly.
For any taxable year in which a non-U.S. corporation is a PFIC, and without any election by a U.S. equityholder of such non-U.S.
corporation to either treat such non-U.S. corporation as a "qualified electing fund" (such election, a "QEF Election") or "mark-to-market"
his or her shares of such non-U.S. corporation (such election, an "MTM Election"), such U.S. equityholder will, upon the non-U.S.
corporation’s making certain "excess distributions" or upon the U.S. equityholder’s disposition of his or her shares of such non-U.S.
corporation at a gain, be subject to U.S. federal income tax at the highest tax rate on ordinary income in effect for each year to which the
income is allocated plus an interest charge on the deemed tax deferral, as if the distribution or gain had been recognized rateably over
each day in the U.S. equityholder’s holding period for his or her shares in such non-U.S. corporation while such corporation was a PFIC.
Based on its (and its Subsidiaries') income and assets in prior tax years, Alaris believes that neither it nor any of its Subsidiaries were
PFICs for any prior taxable years. Alaris also believes, based on its current and projected operations and financial expectations for the
current taxable year, that neither it nor any of its Subsidiaries will be a PFIC for the current taxable year. However, the determination of
whether Alaris or any of its Subsidiaries was (for any prior taxable year), is or will be (for the current or any future taxable year) a PFIC
was and is fundamentally fact-specific and dependent on (a) the income and assets of Alaris and its Subsidiaries during any such
taxable year and (b) the application of complex U.S. federal income tax rules, which are subject to differing interpretations.
Consequently, Alaris cannot provide any assurance that (i) neither it nor any of its Subsidiaries was (for any prior taxable year), is or will
be (for the current or any future taxable year) a PFIC or (ii) that the IRS’ position will not be that Alaris and its Subsidiaries (or any of
them) should have been or should be treated as a PFIC for any one or more taxable years despite a contrary reporting position of Alaris
or the applicable Subsidiary.
If Alaris were to be or become a PFIC for the current or any future taxable year, Alaris does not intend to make available to U.S.
Unitholders the financial information necessary to make a QEF Election. However, if the Trust Units constitute "marketable stock" (as
specifically defined under the MTM Election regulations), a U.S. Unitholder should be able to make an MTM Election with respect to his
or her Trust Units. Alaris believes that the Trust Units currently constitute "marketable stock" for this purpose. Making an MTM Election
would cause the electing U.S. Unitholder to recognize as ordinary income or loss each year an amount equal to the difference as of the
close of such year (or the actual disposition of the Trust Units) between the fair market value of the Trust Units and the Unitholder's
adjusted U.S. federal income tax basis in such Trust Units. Losses would be allowed only to the extent of the net mark-to-market gain
previously included in income by the U.S. Unitholder under the MTM Election for prior taxable years. If an MTM Election is made, then
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Trust Distributions would be treated as if Alaris were not a PFIC, except that the lower tax rate currently imposed on dividends or
distributions to individuals would not apply.
Alaris urges U.S. Unitholders to consult their own tax advisors about the possible application of the PFIC rules.

RISKS RELATING TO OUR MATERIAL PARTNERS
Our material Partners face several business, operational and other risks which if realized, could have a material impact on our operating
results and conditions. These risks are outlined in more detail below.
Risks Relating Specifically to DNT
Exposure
to
development

residential

Geographic exposure
Austin and San Antonio

to

In the current economic cycle, DNT chooses to have a higher percentage of its revenue
generated from new residential development projects than commercial or infrastructure
projects. Although it is DNT’s strategy to focus more of its efforts on the segment of the
market with the most current and projected growth, it exposes DNT to a downturn in the
new home development segment of the economy, which can have a material impact on
its cash flows. In times of economic downturns DNT can shift its focus to commercial and
infrastructure projects. However, failing to do so in a timely manner to offset lost revenue
from the residential segment, or at all, can have a significant impact on DNT’s cash flow.
DNT focuses primarily on the Austin and San Antonio regions of the state of Texas.
Although these two regions have robust economies, diversified among healthcare,
technology and education, they are close enough in proximity that the same economic
and weather-related factors impact both regions. This lack of geographic diversification
exposes DNT to more concentrated events than it would otherwise be if it were to be
diversified across many regions of the United States.

Bonding requirements

DNT requires bonding on a significant number of its projects. This requires DNT to
maintain a healthy balance sheet or face the risk of not being able to bid on certain new
projects. Any lack of ability to bond new projects could have a significant impact on
DNT’s cash flows.

Seasonality including weather
related events

Unusual amounts of rain can impact the business significantly as it prevents DNT from
providing its services and in many instances can increase costs for things such as water
remediation. The unusual wet weather can also cause "work overs" which can erode
margins on certain projects. The unusual wet weather may also cause margins to erode
when the work is eventually restarted as it may require overtime hours to complete the
work on schedule.

Fixed price contracts

As costs are established on estimates for fixed price contracts, DNT bears the risk for
cost overruns. Generally, it manages the risk with vigorous pre-bid analysis and through
hedging of its materials and fuel costs. However, errors in estimating and unforeseen
weather events can cause both labour and materials costs overruns.

Customer concentration

DNT generates a large portion of its revenues from a handful of customers. If DNT fails to
win new tenders with these customers or if the customers face financial trouble, which
results in the delay or cancelation of new projects, DNT’s revenue and cash flows can be
negatively impacted until the revenue can be replaced through other sources.

Labour

DNT operates a labour-intensive business. Its employee base is comprised of
management level professionals, skilled operators of heavy equipment and general
labourers. The labour market in Texas is highly competitive and availability of both
general labourers and skilled operators is low across the state. A tight labour market can
cause wage rates to rise rapidly and cause temporarily margin compression on jobs
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previously bid with lower wage rates. DNT can adapt to wage rate increases in future
bids but will deal with any wage increases through lower margin on current jobs. If DNT is
not able to hire and retain a qualified labour force it could also lead to a delay in finishing
current jobs and an inability to win new work. Failure to complete certain jobs on time can
lead to financial penalties incurred by DNT and failure to competitively bid on new jobs
can lead to a decrease in future company revenues.
Risks Relating Specifically to Federal Resources
Complex procurement rules
and regulations on U.S.
government contracts

Federal Resources derives a majority of its revenue from contracts with the U.S.
government, and other State level and municipal contracts. U.S. government contracts
have complex procurement rules and certain regulations. A failure to abide by these
rules/regulations can result in penalties such as termination of certain contracts,
disqualification from bidding on future contracts and suspension or permanent removal
from bidding on U.S. government contracts.

Subject to reviews, audits
and costs adjustments by the
U.S. government

If a review, audit or cost adjustment conducted by the U.S. government results in an
outcome negative to Federal Resources, it could adversely affect their profitability, cash
flow or growth prospects.

Contracts can be cancelled at
anytime

The U.S. government can cancel contracts at any time through a termination of
convenience provision, provided that they cover Federal Resources for costs incurred.
Although cost coverage would result in Federal Resources not incurring a loss on the
inventory it purchased, it will not make a profit on the sale and will need to find a
substantial new customer or customers and sell the product over a prolonged period of
time in order to eventually realize a profit on the inventory.

Competition is intense

Federal Resources competes with a number of large established multinational
companies. This results in competitive pricing and low profit margins. Successfully
winning contracts in a competitive environment can result in losses on certain contracts if
certain variables change given the low profit margins Federal Resources operates with.

Seasonality/variability
revenue

of

Due to the timing of government’s budget cycles, the majority of Federal Resources sales
can come within a certain time of the year. This requires Federal Resources to manage
its cash flows for operations, debt payments and its Partner Distributions for the
remaining months of a given year out of the cash generated from prior sales. Failure to
properly manage cash flow from seasonal sales could negatively impact Federal
Resources cash flow.

Working capital requirements
at certain times of the year
can be significant

Due to the amount of inventory Federal Resources has to carry to satisfy certain
contracts at certain times of the year, it can result in significant requirements for working
capital to fund operations. If Federal Resources fails to have sufficient working capital to
support periodic needs it could negatively impact the cash flows of the business and thus
payment of Partner Distributions.

A decline in U.S. government
defense budgets can impact
FRS

Given that Federal Resources generates a majority of its revenue from U.S. government
defense contracts it could be negatively impacted by a general decrease in defense
budget spending in a given year.

Risks Relating Specifically to PFGP
Additional
franchise
operations may be limited

PFGP is a franchisee of Planet Fitness. As such, PFGP’s operations depend, in part, on
decisions made by the Planet Fitness franchisor, including decisions relating to pricing,
advertising, policy and procedures and approvals required for acquisitions and territory
expansion. Business decisions made by the franchisor could impact PFGP’s operating
performance and profitability. In addition, PFGP must comply with the terms of its
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franchise agreements with the franchisor and its applicable land development
agreements. A failure to comply with such obligations or a failure to obtain renewals on
any expiring franchise agreements could adversely affect PFGP’s operations.
Brand loyalty

PFGP relies on the other franchisees to uphold the Planet Fitness brand. Franchisees
are contractually obligated to operate their stores in accordance with the standards set
forth in the agreements with the franchisor. However, the other franchisees are
independent third parties, whose actions are outside of the control of PFGP.

Performance amongst new
clubs

PFGP continues to grow through expansion which comes with the risk that not all new
clubs produce the returns realized at current ones. Further, there is a risk of ensuring
new clubs are not within close enough proximity to existing stores that would negatively
impact the existing stores’ results as well.

High level of competition

The high level of competition in the health and fitness industry could materially and
adverse affect their business. PFGP may not be able to compete effectively in the
markets in which they operate. Competitors may attempt to copy their business model, or
portions thereof, which could erode market share and impair profitability. This competition
may limit their ability to attract and retain existing members and their ability to attract new
members, which in each case could materially and adversely affect their results of
operations and financial condition.

Reliance on IT

PFGP relies heavily on their IT systems and the security within, both for ease of service
with their point-of-sale processing systems, but also on the security front to ensure the
confidentiality of the information provided by customers. If the confidentiality and integrity
of their customer’s personal data, including member banking information, aren’t upheld
then their reputation and business could be materially impacted.

Risks Relating Specifically to GWM
Changes to the regulatory
environment in North America
and Abroad

As regulations related to protecting individuals’ privacy on the internet evolve, there will
continue to be changes to how digital advertisers can gather data and use such data to
target individuals with advertisements. An inability to adapt to privacy or other regulatory
changes could significantly harm GWM’s business.

Changes
in
and
or
disruptions to Technology

If there are rapid changes in the technology used in the industry, which makes it harder
for GWM to conduct its business, GWM will need to adapt. Being ahead of the tech curve
will help reduce this risk. GWM also relies heavily on technology to deliver its services. If
GWM’s system was to be interrupted for a considerable time, it could impact GWM’s
ability to generate revenue.

Failure to maintain and grow
client base

If GWM fails to maintain and grow its client base, its revenue and profitability may be
impacted. To sustain and grow its revenue, GWM must continuously add new clients and
persuade existing clients to maintain or increase their business with GWM. If competitors
introduce lower cost or differentiated offerings that compete with or are perceived to
compete with GWM’s offerings, GWM’s ability to sell services to new or existing clients
could be impaired.

Intense competition

GWM competes in a highly competitive and rapidly changing industry. Increased
competition and an inability to compete effectively could lead to reduced profitability or
market share. Current and potential competitors may also have significantly more
financial, technical and other resources than GWM.

Buying of advertising through
programmatic media is new

Programmatic media is a relatively new industry. If this market develops slower or
differently than expected, GWM’s business, growth prospects and financial condition
could be adversely affected. A large portion of GWM’s revenue is derived from clients for
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and evolving

whom it programmatically purchases advertising. GWM expects that spending on
programmatic ad buying will remain a significant source of revenue for the foreseeable
future and that its revenue growth will largely depend on increasing client purchases of
advertising through GWM’s programmatic services. The market for programmatic ad
buying is an emerging market. GWM’s current and potential clients may not shift to
programmatic ad buying from other buying methods as quickly as they expect, which
could reduce its growth potential. If the market for programmatic ad buying deteriorates
or develops more slowly than GWM expects, demand for GWM’s services may be
diminished and its business, growth prospects and financial condition could be adversely
affected.

Sales Cycles Can Be Long

GWM’s sales cycles can be long, creating significant time between initial contact with a
prospect and execution of a client agreement, making it difficult to project when, if at all,
they will obtain new clients and when they will generate revenue from those clients.

RISKS RELATING TO ALL OF OUR PARTNERS, GENERALLY
In addition to the risks relating specifically to our material Partners, there a number of other risks which impact all of our current and
future Partners collectively, which if realized, could have a material impact on our operations and financial condition, as described below.
How a Partner is leveraged may have adverse consequences to them
Leverage may have important adverse consequences on our Partners. Partners may be subject to restrictive financial and operating
covenants. Leverage may impair our Partners' ability to finance their future operations and capital needs and to continue to pay its
Partner Distribution. As a result, their flexibility to respond to changing business and economic conditions and to business opportunities
may be limited. A leveraged company's income and net assets will tend to increase or decrease at a greater rate than if borrowed money
was not used.
Our Partners rely on key personnel
Often, the success of a private business depends on the management talents and efforts of one or two persons or a small group of
persons. The death, disability or resignation of one or more of these persons could have a material adverse impact on a Partner’s
operations or ability to access additional capital, qualified personnel, expand or compete. See also, "Risk Factors – Operational and
Financial Risk Factors Relating to our Business" and "We and our Partners rely heavily on key personnel".
A lack of funding for our Partners could have adverse consequences to them
Each of our Partners may continue to require additional working capital to conduct their existing business activities and to expand their
businesses. Our Partners may need to raise additional funds through collaborations with corporate partners, including Alaris, or through
private or public financings to support their long-term growth efforts. If adequate funds are not available, our Partners may be required to
curtail their business objectives in one or more areas. There can be no assurance that unforeseen developments or circumstances will
not alter a Partner’s requirements for capital, and no assurance can be given that additional financing will be available on acceptable
terms, if at all.
Failure to realize anticipated benefits of acquisitions, new business lines or locations
The business model for a number of our Partners includes an acquisition strategy involving the acquisition of businesses and assets or
growth through expanding to new locations. In addition, a Partner’s business could launch a new business line or service offering.
Achieving the benefits of acquisitions, new business lines, new locations and other transactions depends on, among other things,
successfully consolidating functions and integrating operations and procedures in a timely and efficient manner, allocating appropriate
resources, including management time, and a Partner’s ability to realize the anticipated growth opportunities and synergies from
combining the acquired businesses, assets and operations with those of their own. The integration of acquired businesses, new business
lines or locations may require substantial management effort, time and resources diverting management's focus from other strategic
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opportunities and operational matters. A failure to realize on the anticipated benefits of such acquisitions, new business lines or locations
could have a material adverse impact on a Partner’s operations and therefore on our operations.
Our Partners may suffer damage to their brand reputations
Damage to the reputation of our Partners' brands, or the reputation of the brands of suppliers of products that are offered by the
Partners, could result from events out of the control of our Partners. This damage could negatively impact consumer opinion of our
Partners or their related products and services, which could have an adverse effect on the Partners' performance.
Our Partners face intense competition
Our Partners may face intense competition, including competition from companies with greater financial and other resources, more
extensive development, manufacturing, marketing, and other capabilities, and a larger number of qualified managerial and technical
personnel. There can be no assurance that our Partners will be able to successfully compete against their respective competitors or that
such competition will not have a material adverse effect on their businesses, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows and
therefore their ability to pay Partner Distributions.
Changes in the industry in which the Partners operate
Our Partners operate in many different industries, some of which are heavily regulated. A change in the regulatory regime of such
industries or a material change in the economic factors specific to any industry in which our Partners operate, could have a material
impact on the operations of such Partners and therefore could have an adverse impact on their ability to pay Partner Distributions.
Risks regarding legal proceedings involving our Partners
Throughout their operations, our Partners may be subject to or involved in lawsuits, claims, regulatory proceedings or other litigation
matters for amounts not covered by their liability insurance. Some of these proceedings could result in significant costs and restraints on
a Partner’s operations, which could negatively impact their ability to pay Partner Distributions and therefore could have a material impact
on our financial performance.
There could be material adjustments to financial information once an annual audit is conducted
Alaris receives unaudited internal financial information from each of its Partners throughout the year and bases certain estimates on this
information including the earnings coverage ratios Alaris discloses throughout the year. Upon conducting an audit of the annual
information there could be material adjustments to the financial statements used by us in determining such estimates and therefore
Alaris may have to change certain guidance that it had previously given to its Unitholders. The adjustments could also impact financial
covenants that our Partners have with their lenders and thus could impact the Trust Distributions.
Customer Concentration
At times, some of Alaris’ Partners may have concentration to a single customer or a handful of customers that make up a large portion of
their revenues. If there is a loss of one or some of these customers there could be a material impact on a Partner’s business and its cash
flows, which could have a material impact on the Partner’s ability to pay Partner Distributions.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This MD&A contains forward-looking information and forward-looking statements (collectively, “forward-looking statements”)
under applicable securities laws, including any applicable “safe harbor” provisions. Statements other than statements of
historical fact contained in this MD&A may be forward looking statements, including, without limitation: management’s
expectations, intentions and beliefs concerning the growth, results of operations, performance of the Trust and the Partners,
the future financial position or results of the Trust, business strategy and plans and objectives of or involving the Trust or the
Partners. Many of these statements can be identified by looking for words such as "believe", "expects", "will", "intends",
"projects", "anticipates", "estimates", "continues" or similar words or the negative thereof. In particular, this MD&A contains
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forward-looking statements regarding: the anticipated financial and operating performance of the Partners; the impact of
COVID-19 on the operations of the Trust and those of the Partners; the ECR for the Partners; the timing and impact of
restarting or increasing Distributions from Partners not currently paying the full amount or at all; the Trust’s Run Rate Payout
Ratio and Run Rate Revenue; the continued deferral of PFGP’s Distributions and the timing to restart full distributions; the
impact of the new investments in Carey Electric, FNC, Edgewater, Brown & Settle, 3E as well as the follow-on investments
in GWM, BCC and Accscient, including, without limitation, the expected yield therefrom and the impact on the Trust’s net
cash from operating activities, Run Rate Revenue and Run Rate Payout Ratio; expected resets of Distributions in 2021; the
Trust’s consolidated expenses; expectations regarding receipt (and amount of) any common equity distributions from
Partners in which Alaris holds common equity, including the impact on the Trust’s net cash from operating activities, Run
Rate Revenue and Run Rate Payout Ratio; the amount of the Trust’s distributions to unitholders (both quarterly and on an
annualized basis); the use of proceeds from the senior credit facility; the CRA proceedings (including the expected timing
and financial impact thereof); potential Partner redemptions, including the timing, if at all, and amounts thereof; annualized
net cash from operating activities; changes in Distributions from Partners; the proposed resolutions to outstanding issues
with certain Partners; the restart of Distributions from any partners not currently paying a Distribution or increasing the level
of Distribution where a Partner is paying less than the full contracted amount; the timing for collection of deferred or unpaid
Distributions; impact of new deployment; Alaris’ ability to deploy capital to and attract new private businesses to invest in
and restarting Distributions from Partners not paying full contractual amounts. To the extent that any forward-looking
statements herein constitute a financial outlook or future oriented financial information (collectively, “FOFI”), including
estimates regarding revenues, expenses, distributions to be paid, the impact of capital deployment and changes in
Distributions from Partners (including expected resets, restarting full or partial Distributions and common equity
distributions), Run Rate Payout Ratio and net cash from operating activities, they were approved by management as of the
date hereof and have been included to assist readers in understanding management’s current expectations regarding Alaris’
financial performance and are subject to the same risks and assumptions disclosed herein. There can be no assurance that
the plans, intentions or expectations upon which these forward-looking statements are based will occur. Forward-looking
statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions and should not be read as guarantees or assurances of
future performance. Readers are cautioned that the assumptions used in the preparation of forward-looking statements,
including FOFI, although considered reasonable at the time of preparation, based on information in Alaris’ possession as of
the date hereof, may prove to be imprecise. In addition, there are a number of factors that could cause Alaris’ actual results,
performance or achievement to differ materially from those expressed in, or implied by, forward looking statements and
FOFI, or if any of them do so occur, what benefits the Trust will derive therefrom. As such, undue reliance should not be
placed on any forward-looking statements, including FOFI.
By their nature, forward-looking statements require Alaris to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and
uncertainties. Assumptions about the performance of the Canadian and U.S. economies over the next 24 months and how
that will affect Alaris’ business and that of its Partners (including, without limitation, the ongoing impact of the COVID-19) are
material factors considered by Alaris management when setting the outlook for Alaris. Key assumptions include, but are not
limited to, assumptions that: the Canadian and U.S. economies will continue to recover from the ongoing economic
downturn created by the response to COVID-19 within the next twelve months; interest rates will not rise in a material way
over the next 12 to 24 months, that those Partners detrimentally affected by COVID-19 will recover from the pandemic’s
impact and return to their pre-COVID-19 operating environments; following a recovery from the COVID-19 impact, the
businesses of the majority of the Partners will continue to grow; more private companies will require access to alternative
sources of capital; the businesses of new Partners and those of existing partners will perform in line with Alaris’ expectations
and diligence; and that Alaris will have the ability to raise required equity and/or debt financing on acceptable terms.
Management of Alaris has also assumed that that the Canadian and U.S. dollar trading pair will remain in a range of
approximately plus or minus 15% of the current rate over the next 6 months. In determining expectations for economic
growth, management of Alaris primarily considers historical economic data provided by the Canadian and U.S. governments
and their agencies as well as prevailing economic conditions at the time of such determinations.
Some of the factors that could affect future results and could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in the
forward looking statements contained herein include risks relating to: the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
Trust and the Partners (including, without limitation how many Partners will experience a slowdown or closure of their
business and the length of time of such slowdown or closure); management’s ability to assess and mitigate the impacts of
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COVID-19; the dependence of the Trust on the Partners; risks relating to the Partners and their businesses; reliance on key
personnel; general economic conditions, including the ongoing impact of COVID-19 on the Canadian, U.S. and global
economies; failure to complete or realize the anticipated benefits of transactions; limited diversification of Alaris’
transactions; management of future growth; availability of future financing; inability to close new partner contributions in a
timely fashion on anticipated terms, or at all; competition; government regulation; leverage and restrictive covenants under
credit facilities; the ability of the Partners to terminate (by way of a redemption) the various agreements with Alaris or a
material portion of Alaris investment; an inability to redeploy any redemption proceeds in a timely fashion or at all; a failure to
collect proceeds on a redemption in line with expectations or at all; unpredictability and potential volatility of the trading price
of the units; fluctuations in the amount of cash distributions; income tax related risks; ability to recover from the Partners for
defaults under the various agreements with Alaris; potential conflicts of interest; dilution; changes in the financial markets;
risks associated with the Partners and their respective businesses; a change in the ability of the Partners to continue to pay
Alaris at expected Distribution levels or restart Distributions (in full or in part); a failure to collect material deferred
Distributions; a material change in the operations of a Partner or the industries in which they operate; a failure to realize the
benefits of any concessions or relief measures provided by Alaris to any Partner or to successfully execute an exit strategy
for a partner where desired; a failure to obtain by the Trust or the Partners required regulatory approvals on a timely basis or
at all; changes in legislation and regulations and the interpretations thereof; litigation risk associated with the CRA’s
reassessment and the Trust’s challenge thereof; and material adjustments to the unaudited internal financial reports
provided to Alaris by the Partners. The information contained in this MD&A identifies additional factors that could affect the
operating results and performance of the Trust. Without limitation of the foregoing assumptions and risk factors, the forward
looking statements in this MD&A regarding the revenues anticipated to be received from the Partners and the Trust's
general and administrative expenses are based on a number of assumptions including no adverse developments in the
business and affairs of the Partners that would impair their ability to fulfill their payment obligations to the Trust and no
material changes to the business of the Trust or current economic conditions that would result in an increase in general and
administrative expenses.
The Trust has included the forward-looking statements and FOFI in order to provide readers with a more complete
perspective on Alaris’ future operations and such information may not be appropriate for other purposes. The forwardlooking statements, including FOFI, contained herein are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
Alaris disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
The forward-looking statements contained herein are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. The
forward-looking statements included in this MD&A are made as of the date of this MD&A and Alaris does not undertake or
assume any obligation to update or revise such statements to reflect new events or circumstances except as expressly
required by applicable securities legislation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Additional information relating to Alaris, including Alaris’ Annual Information Form, is on available on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com or under the “Investors” section of Alaris’ website at www.alarisequitypartners.com.
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